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The LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin crossed the South
non-stop on 10 MAY 30 and on 20 MAR 32, she began
services between Friedrichshafen, Germany anH
Brazil. Here she is seen riding at anchor at Recife
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been built and was

Manzell on the Bodensee (called
Lake Constance

flown from
demise as carriers of fare

paying passengers were every
where. The world's leading air
lines were operating the DC-2,
DC-3 and other modern and fast

all-metal aircraft on even

their long routes: Pan American
and Imperial Airways
operating long
services with flying boats and
were preparing for transatlan

tic services, also with flying

boats, not airships; several
major European airlines such as
KLM, Air France and Luft Hansa

had been operating land
aircraft and flying boats on
scheduled service deep into
Asia, Africa and South America
for years; the long-range DC-4,

Constellation

European four-engined
were

and several

aircraft

on the drawing boards and
the list goes on and on.

In the 1910s and early '
when aircraft were little

than fragile contraptions
limited range and carrying
pacity, devoid of even the most
basic comforts, the majestic
Zeppelins captured people's im
agination. But by the mid-'30s
airships were outperformed
aircraft and offered

This issue of the CAPTAIN'S

LOG features passenger airships
and in particular the German
Zeppelins from
’Hindenburg'

Zeppelins

neighboring
Switzerland). This LZ-1 was not
accepted by the

broken

in

army and she

up the following
flights

of two hours

1910

disaster in 1937.

regularly

theto 20s,
more

with

ca-

was

year, after only three
lasting a total
and one minute.

were

carrying passengers on cross

country voyages and inter-city
flights years before
airplane. Yet, despite their
high public profile, popularity
and great comfort, 1 believe

scheduled passenger airship
services would not have lasted

much longer than they did, even
if the 'Hindenburg' had not
crashed in flames and even if

World War 2 had not broken out.

The signs leading to their

were

over-water It nearly bankrupted the

count and it was 1906 before he
could built the LZ-2.

destroyed while landing
a storm on her

Of the next

the

She was

during
flight.

two

military
burned

by second
no

three

were delivered to the
and the third

landing, during a
trial flight.

ships.
advantages other than higher
comfort.

also on
Several of our editors have

also included Zeppelin material
●in their colums. I

for that.

pre-delivery

thank them

THE WORLD'S FIRST 'AIR LINER
LZ-7The T

Deutschland'

airline

entered

(Deutsche

German

became

Zeppelin
service with DELAG

Luftschiffahrts A.G.

Airship Transport Company)
1910.

the first

she
OUR NEW STAFF MBHBER

We have a new section editor. Richard W.

Luckin of Denver, Colorado, will be producing
the dining service coIub. Keith Armes, the

editor for the past five and a half years, has
done a great job. However, he has been hard
pressed lately to find enough time to continue
the colum. We'll miss him.

Mr. Luckin has introduced himself in his

first colum (see p. 31) and I can attest to his

expertise on the subject. The book 'Dining on

Rails' which he and his wife

years ago, is superbl He has

photographs of several airline dinnerware pieces
in his collection.

Above all, he is really
doing the colum. Even before I

putting this issue together, I received from him
already his material for the next issue, due out
in late August or early September. Let
you, that is the kind of enthusiasm
volunteer magazines dream of.

published

also shown
four when

me

in

enthusiastic
was

Herabout career

short, but she made
world's

onlywas

DELAG the

operating

finished

LZ-129 'Hindenburg' over New York in 1936. first

passenger airline.
In 1928

world's
me tell

editors of

DrXAGLong before the first carriedfare-paying airplane
hesitantly bundled up in warm clothes to brave
cockpits and bomb bays of old warplanes to travel by air

Zeppelin airships were carrying passengers in great comfort

considerable distances. They were, in fact, the first true

liners' in the world and their operator was the

the

fare-paying
and

Deutsche

began
servi-

years before

boat

and

passengers

cold open
German

over

'air

world's first

first
the

transatlantic
its

passengers
thesuccessor.

Zeppelin

scheduled transatlantic
ces in 1936, three
PAA
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CONTRIBUTIONS ARE WELCOME

I have now finished the last

of the four projects I was

working on when I became Log
editor in the fall of 1985:

247, Lockheed

and Zeppelins. I
them as soon as I

could so the work already done
would not go to waste.

Now that they are finished,
I will have considerable space

in the future for

readers

such

the

previous two issues. I

number of others

they will be used in
future.

Please

HISTORICAL

have a Europe, recently retired
was

The

V

This

aircraft.

it.

in hand and
the

an early-1960s airline.
started

services between the
the old worlds.

DELAG was founded on 16
at Frankfurt-am-Main

airship travel,
company was
Luftschiffbau
had

flyingnear way

retirement mak
subject. Our
editor

I see

es it a

airline

its

historic
I can use more 1

remember

society!
and photos of historic interest
have a better chance

published soon than material
today's operations.

historic' is not
to pre-World War 2

only. For example: I have
article on the last operational

Armstrong
Whitworth) Argosy freighter i

new

we are a
Boeing

Helicopters
finished

Twins, scheduleArticles
George Cearley

working on a comprehensive look
® Boeing 707/720

1963: also definitely
material. These
examples, but
idea.

NOV
IS 1909

promote

Zeppelins
to

of being The
up to

historic

only two
get the

on a subsidiary
Zeppelin,

established

Priedrichshafen on the Bodensee
on 08 SEP 1908. Both firms were
financially backed by the
Hamburg-Amerika shipping line
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin was
successor of the

of

which
However,

confined

are

you'11
been

at

available

contributions from our

large. ocean liners of the air
an I n

. P^®vious issue we
rted a Preservation'
run whenever

available, it
on your contribute

at Several

contributions were used in colum.to
material is

in the

. Aktiengesell-
schaft zur Forderung der Motor-
luftschiffahrt (Corporation for
the Promotion of
ship Travel). This
built the first fi

DELAG

depends heavily
ions.

not fast, these
But no one

their

whichA FINAL NOTE They were

dirigibles.
complete,

beginning and an end. It
in 1900 and ended in 1937 in
huge fireball, when the
and

IS with aIt Poweredsays;

"In the office
Roots’

Air -

company had
ive Zeppelins.
. services

i-riedrichshaf
and Dusseldorf

a regular schedule ^
were local pleasure flights
occasional inter-city
weather permitting,

following
number

In his words of wisdom in the previous few
Issues, Paul Collins has been saying how
wonderful a job I am doing with the Log. That is
nice, of course, and I appreciate it.
afraid Paul is missing a very important fact*
am not doing this all by myself. I have a team
of very dedicated and expert section editors who
provide me with their material. Without
there would not be a CAPTAIN'S LOG.

if not more, of the credit.

huge
complained,
amenities

ocean liners. Even the

began
because

of Alex aofHailey, author
sellers, hangs a

Whenever

I

rivalled those ofand other best

fence post vo.i ® turtle on top
"Says H^lev help-
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«P on that

newest
picture

Haley
passengerlargest

aircraft today cannot
largest Zeppelin,

mighty 'Hindenburg', burst into
flames and crashed
after her

theBut I operated from
Baden-Baden
NOT on

am

passenger
offer the luxuries of the 'Graf

Zeppelin' and the
with their private cabins ($400
per person for a

the

en,
but

They
and

cruises.

inI
landing

first transatlantic

voyage of the season. 36 people
died and all airship travel
halted immediately.

on

friend
of a

'Hindenburg

them

They deserve
Their

two-bed cabinI

wasV

Atlantic

1936, 9450 in 1937).

I I crossing in
as much, .

are on the inside front

remember them. Drop them a note
the material they are
have a question or

on
In the

names three

. , cities

sheds steadily
terminology

shed', not 'hangar' )
By 1913 DELAG Zeppelins

regularly sailing from 10
and also

years,
with

increased.
uses

thecover and I urge you
you

or when

THE FIRST ZEPPELINS

The first Zeppelin made
maiden flight on 02
Destined

designer,

Ferdinand Von Zeppelin, it

ofto remem-

- got
airshipwhen like

you

UNIQUE STORY

The Zeppelin story is unique
because it is the only episode
in the history of

me her

JUL 1900.

by its
(Count)

presenting
suggestion.

Paul's praise reminded
in the DEC 86 issue

post'. '●
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for warfare
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00 time.
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circular
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route from Fr iedtichshafen

Frankfurt-am-Main,
Hamburg,

and

to
Baden-Baden,
Dusseldorf,
Leipzig,

FrLedrichshafen (see map),
more landing sites
prepared

communities

Potsdam,
back to Even before World War 1 the

company proposed a
transatlantic airship of 2 83
million

Gotha times the size of
Viktoria - -

not ripe yet and the
not built.

theZeppelin provedof the their, worth

long-distance flights when
German Navy's
than

for

the

more

km)
from

Six

being
Luise. The time

ship
was

was
were

year
cubic L-57

mi les

Starting
was

that flew

(6,400
volumeas

(80,137 4,000all

hastened to become part of
dawning air-age.

The early Zeppelins
about 20

Germany
the

over
war. Zeppelins nonstop.

Bulgaria, she
supply flight to Germa
in East Africa. The
near Khartoum (then in
Egypt, now capital
Sudan) when she was
home.

to make

troops
was

southern

a

carried

these

in a train car-like
into

n

passengers shipon

short trips
cabin faired keel

length of

ofa the
running the
the ship.

The start of World War 2
1914 halted DELAG's
By this time,
33,722 passengers and
total of 1,588
distance

entire called back
She returned and

4,200 miles
(6,760 km) after her departure,

she

had fluel left on board
another 64 hours of
This endurance of 160 hour
enough to fly from
the west

arrived '
in

operations.

carried

crew on a

Total

107,205

3,139

it had

for

flying,
flights.

flown

(172,535
was

km)
s wasmiles

hours .
in

Germany
coast of the USA.

This naval ship was
95 military airships
bufcschiffbau Zeppelin
WWl,

to

DELAG's three .

turned over to the
the start of the
the company had tak
of seven

been destroyed in
but no

killed

airships
- military
war. It

were
one of

built
at

bytotal

de1ivery
Four

accidents,
passengers had ever been
or injured.

during
the

sheds at a rate
every two to three

j used by the army
navy for over-water reconnais-

and on bombing raids over
the south of England.

At the end of the war, Luft-
schiffbau Zeppelin was working
on an even larger airship. This
3.8 million cu.ft. (107,604m3)
giant had been ordered by the
navy for completion in 1921
1922 and was called the

● The navy wanted
achieve

en
They came

Friedrichshafen
of one

out of
airships. had

weeks

and
and were

'Deutschland
differed

predecessors

t
on her bow.

from
She

her

general

and most widely
the pre-WWl DELAG 2

DELAG now had
its

travelled sancelittle ofTHE DEUTSCHLAND DESTROYED
first DELAG

LZ-7,
successful local

Dusseldorf before it
first

eppelins.
two

The in

Zeppelin,
six

from

its

appearance and entered
on 11 APR. Bad luck

a cross

airships
when for four

It had both the Viktoria
and the Schwaben.

ships opened the
season with a formatio
from

the servicehad inmade

flights
fleet

Early Zeppelin, probably LZ-3, being launched from the

Friedrichshafen floating shed. (Luftschiffbau Zeppelin)
struck once

wind grabbed
as she was being walked out

shed

months

Luise

two

again when
hermade

and last - ma^or
voyage. She sailed on 28 JUN
1910 for a three-hour publicity
tour with 23 journalists
board. But nine hours
lost over the

The

1912

cruise

Heidelbe

the i r

pleasure
inter-city cruises.

Luise

of the

Frankfurt-am-Main
only one
DELAG.

ship's hull

at

16 non MAY,
joining

shed, the

or
Mannheim tomonth after

Impaled on the
LZ-125

the

mi 1itary
even

rgbeforeon
settling down f

summer

I
Amerika'or

later,
c 1_ . Teutoburqer

worsening weather and
unable to return to base be

headwinds,
crashed

trees, without loss
DELAG's operations

down until 21
delivered,
the

series

flights and
Viktoria

Hamburg
Baden-Baden.

of ship

presence over the USA,
only a symbolic
was not built.

towas broken but
escaped unharmed,
are no

athe
passengers

Germans

technical

undertakings,
the

if

sailedquitters one. Thefrom

from

more

shipincaue

the

into the
of life.

andof strong
Deutschland

and Schwaben

Twenty
- carried on each

most flights a
T the air.
In AUG 1912 the LZ-13

joined her sister
Luise at the

when

commercial

and on 15 JUL
year, 19U,

LZ-10

orof
passengers were
flight and
meal

DELAG OPERATIONS RESUME
DELAG resumed operations

24 AUG 1919 with the LZ-120
Bodensee’, built specifically

for passenger operations. Sche
duled daily sailings between
Berlin and Friedrichshafen were
now offered. Before the war the
375 mile (600 km) trip took
hours by train, but with
of the rail

system destroyed
the war.

same
DELAG

Schwaben'
received the
(Swallow).

She sailed fr
throughout
returned to
1912

on
onwere shut

AUG when LZ-6 was
Built in 1909 for

accepted, the

carrv^^^ hurriedly converted tocarry passengers
crash of LZ-7. it
daily flights from
until on 14 sEP
destroyed when fire
fl? hangar. The
sliTcT'V' in

without
airsnips

was served
I

Baden-Bade
summer

service in March
were

om Hansa
n

the ship Viktoria
Hamburg
the

was transferred back ww
Frankfurt-am-Main and the Hansa
went to Potsdam,
the

and
baseof

until 1914,
Luise

(there

operations).

beginning to sound
because the Schwaben
to a

Viktoriaafter

made

no winterthe

almost

Baden-Baden
too

broke

The tostory

repetitive,
also

IS

16

The Hansa

Zeppelin
a foreign voyage, when

flew to Copenhagen, Denmark.
One

it muchwaswas

out

came

time

induced

cause

firstn untimely end.
static electricity
during a storm,
of a fire in
cells, which were
highly inflammable

12, two year^L ^y

networkDELAG andThis to road

as a result of
surface

make
itship had the

was

the
the journey

The

one-way trip
hours.

delag took

Zeppelins made the
seven

orthbound flights (to
odd

now 24 hours.npran K Zeppelin joined
DELAG before the war. The LZ-17
Sachsen' (Saxony) started ope-
ations from Leipzig in early
une 1913 and for the entire

summer and the spring of 1914,
MK had a three-ship fleet.
When operations were halted
31 JUL 1914,
turned

ship's
filled

company (ABOVE) LZ-IU dcnwaoen . note oipiane tall.gas

wi th

hydrogen
base

operate.

While i

to onlyinI

Then

m service,

Zeppelin

insurance, r... from the.
of the LZ-7 the crash

('ersatz' mean^^ k
IlTy but

Berlin)thewas LZ-6 at operated

southbound
dates.

on datesof and

even

Dr.
flightsan

associate
- gain

on
of 1

and to
fame

The Bodensee made a
to Stockholm on 08 OCT
there were plans for

internat

flight
and

. regularly
nal

Swit-

but

or a

ser-

The Schwaben was
passenger air craft to
steward.
Kubis

and a

and

wereall

over to the

19the three

army.

first

carry a

Heinrich

on 30 scheduledHis

and he
name was

served cold

of German wines

lo-

Sweden,
services to

meals zerland, Italy and
they never started,
regular Spain - Argenti
vice were also shelved

Bodensee

selection
champagnes.

The

Spain,
Plans fFor first service dates,

number

engers

of these

next DELAG

■Viktoria
service

would be

Zeppelin, the
Luise ,

on 04 MAR 1912
come the best-known

I
naL2-11 of sailings, pass-

carried and fatesentered
She

I

made

between 24 AUG 19ig
of the

103name flights

season on 05 DEC
The larger LZ-121

was intended
service and

early Zeppelins,
see Table 1
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NordstZeppelin) ern

Swedish
late

for the

completed
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Type LZ-6 LZ-7 Lz-e LZ-IO LZ-11 LZ-13 LZ-17 LZ-120 LZ-121 LZ-127 LZ-129 RlOObuilt to be a
Her

crews

RlOlLength ft In 472 5ship.
train

485 epassenger
-j was to

in long-range airship na
vigation and to gather
ation about transocean travel.

The U.S.

4S9 4as 485 7 492 1as 396 4

120.B
429intended task 144D 146 774LZ-7 803 9140 148 709 9LZ-11 777150 130.8 236 245 216.47 236.82Hull ft in 42 8 46 as 46 46 as 47 7

14.5

dlam. 61.4

18.7

61 4

18.7

13m 14 100inform- LZ-7 135 2

41.2

14 14 133LZ-11 about

as Rioo
30.5

40.56Gas ca- cu ft

paclty m3
565,000

16,000
681,575
19,300

626,500 636,132
17,800 18,700

as
737,010

20,670

as
706,290

20,000
voyage in OCT 28

first Atlantic

Zeppelin. That
to the Los

26, when
was delivered to the U.S.

by Zeppelin crews cominanded by
Dr .

794,577
22,500

3,955,240
-112,000

LZ-7 7,062,900
200,000

5,156,000

146,600
LZ-11 about

as RIOOnot the

crossing by a
honor had

was

Engines, hp 1x145

Maybach
£ 2x115

Oaimlec

3x125

Dainlec
3x145

Dalmlei

as 3 X 150

Maybach

as 4x260

Haybact

as as 5x550

Maybach

LZ-7 4 X 1,000
Daimler

6 X 650
Rolls

Royce

LZ-11 6 X 650

diesel

engines

LZ-11 LZ-120gone

Angeles on 12-15 OCT
she

■ sTii

Benz
-tt\ Vf. »

1

Cruise mph
speed km/h

29 33 as 47 50 as 45 75 7547 53 71.5LZ-2 76 7789 L2-11 72 121(a) 121
Hugo Eckener.

between

publicity flights
and the

Gtaf made a
Middle-East

■ruised over de Dead Sea at an
altitude 1,000 ft (300 m) below
sea level I

On 08 AUG 29 she started on
her best-remembered and most-
publicized voyage: a 21,251
mile (34,200 km) cruise from
Lakehurst to Lakehurst,
the world via
Tokyo and Los
fate-

115 125
Range ml 1,000

1,600
?as 40In as ?operating

Germany
the

the

and

1,365
2,200

:7-:20 *Bodensee‘ fLuftschiffh;ii. km 1,365 118LZ-7 6, 420

13,550
109hts f

TSTTSTT'
114,097

hours

Zeppelin] 2,500

4,000

LZ-11 2,500

4,000
2,200 hoursover

Use ful

lift

lbs 9,260
4,200

14,990
6,800

8,820
4,000

as 14,330
6,500

rest of Europe,

sailing for
in MAR

as 18,077
8,200

in 1919, but she never
with DELAG.

22,000

10,000
kg 25,353

11,500
156,800

71,123
LZ-7operated Von Zeppelin himself

on 08 MAR 17.

The first flight,
lasted

measured 774 ft 3 i
nearly three and a
the length of the
Gas cell
cu.ft.

127,680
57,967

LZ-11 78,400

35,515had died
Pass capacity 2429 24 ● 24 25 25 24 24 24 24 50 £ 72

19JUHl(jiDMARll
30 100(?)First flighton 18

hours I

(236

SEP

She

m),
times

Boeing 747
capacity was 3,955,240
(112,00 m3)

maximum endurance
in the air.
five Maybach
each.

30JUL12|o3MAY13 20AUCI9I 08JUK21
26JUN1 19FEB1228,At the Armistice

11 NOV 18, the
prohibited
countries

signed on
Germans

the

36 18SBP28 04MAR36 30NOV29 140cr29No. of revenue

flights made
7 33 216 439were

Allied

399n 419 103 None 590
by half
from

aircraft, and the
Commission of

operating
Inter-Allied

« , , decided
Zeppelins fit the definition of
aircraft.

No. of revenue

flight hours
66 20.5 47 480 981 840 741 531 None 17,178

Control and Total t of

pass carried
her

was 118 hours

726 142 129 1,553 2,995 2,187 2,465 2,253 J

nall,cat^
Nonearound

Fr iedrichshafen,

Angeles. Twenty
paying passengers

13,100 +

nail,cargoIt ordered that the
Bodensee and the Nordste
not to be flown
they were turned
Italian

Power came

engines of 530
from Total

rn were

again. Instead,
over to the

French

on the

en built

Both

hp revenue mi

distance knt
flown

1,946

3,130

643 1,480
2,360

16,976
- 27,320

7 27,600
<4,727

31,850

51,258
7 None1,035 1,053,39'

1,695,27:Much of her
construction

raised through a
'ic subscription,
German

cost had beenand navies

grounds

from

ships
some

the

Fate Destr.

in fire

14 SEP
1910

Crash in

storm on

1st cruise
28JUN10

7 Destr by
storm on

ground
28JUH12

To army
in 1914

Dismant*

led 191'

Table 1. Main characteristics of the airline Zeppelins
Please note that the colum 'Total § of passen
gers carried' includes ONLY fare-paying passen
gers. Crew are excluded. If they are included
the totals in this colum would have been much*
higher because the ships carried as many or
more crew than passengers on most flights.

respectively
that they had be
war

nationwide publ Hlthdr.
from

service

In 1916

To army
In 1914

Disman

tled 197fled 1927

Italian

navy 1915
Dismant-

To Prenc)

navy I9i«
Dismant

led 1926

Dismant

led In

1940

Crashed

06HAy36
Dismant

led aftei
crash of
RlOl

evidence Crashed

050CT30
of

pr ide 111

their Zeppelinsmaterials.

continued to

time with the
two countries.

The commission also
Luftschiffbau Zeppeli
built

● The Graf would
not disappoint thoperate

military
for Before herem.

career came to an end, she
flown around the

in had
world and was

operating tegularordered

n not to

larger
cubic feet

which was too small
intercontinental

Especially the
to start their

. passe

services to South America.
nger

When theany more airships
one

Graf sailed from
than Friedrichshafenmillion heron first
(28,317m3),
for

transatlantic to Lake-voyage

hurst on 11 OCT 28,
10 fare-paying

she carriedvoyages.

eager

world-wide

Table 2. (Courtesy Richard Koran).

GRAF ZEPPELIN" IN 1935
British,
own

passengers,
guests and a crew of 40. SAILINGS OF THE AIRSHIP

10
//

passenger airship
(see separate

However, sheoperations

.. „ story), wanted
the Zeppelin competition elimi
nated. But the U.S.
said it

Friftdrlcht- Rle de Aeroplane connection
of the Syndicaio Condor Ltdi.

Pornombucohafen Rio de
Janeiro

Janeiro Frledrichi-
hafan

Pernambuco

Monday
evening

drp.

Thursday
afternoon

Saturday
morninp

arr.

buenoc Aires

Sundiv aliemoon IThursdav
Saturday
morning

Sunday
evening

government

to war

Thursday
afternoony rnorning

dcp.
arr.

was entitled arr.

dep. dep.
reparations and
have

June 15ch arr.
June I8th Junenegotiated

Zeppelin build a new
airship for the U.S. Navy (at
German expense). The ship had a
gas cell

million cu. ft.

basically

20th Juneto 21st June 16th June 20 th June 21 SI June 25th
June 29ih July 2nd July 4 th July 5ih July 2nd July 4 th July 5 th July 9th
July 15tb July 18th July 20 th July 21st July 16 th July 20th July 21st July 25thcapacity of 2.5

(70,790 m3) and
enlarged
LZ-126,
Navy's

July 29 th August 1 St August 3rd August 4ih August 1st August 3rd August 4ih August 8ih
August 12th August 15 thwas August 17 ih August 18lhan August 15th August 17 th August 18thBodensee.

she

-August 22 ndDesignated
became the U.S.

Los Angeles'.
Treaty of

1925 lifted
building

August 26th August 29 th August 31st Sept. 1st August 29th August 31 st Sept. 1 St Sept. 5ih
Sept. 9 th Sept. 12thZR-lli SepL 14 th Sept. 15th Sept. 12ih Sept. 14th Sept. 15 th Sept. 19thThe Sept. 23rdLocarno

restrictions

,, civil airships and
Civil aircraft and Luftschiff-
bau Zeppelin began the
of what would become the
famous of all airships built.

Sept. 26 th SepL 28 thOf SepL 29 th Sept. 26ih Sept. 28ih Sept. 29th Oct. 3rdOCL 7 th OcL 10 thon OcL 12 th OcL 13th OcL 10th Oct. 12th Oct. 13th Oct. 17 thOCL 21 St Oct. 24 th OcL 26lh OcL 27th Oct. 24 til Oct. 26 th Oct. 27 th Oct. 31 St
Subjtel ID alierallan. especially as

For aeroplane connectlo/rs
design
most-

regards Ihe Iasi departure.
in Europe see had:.

F a r ● ● (inclusive of meals and pcaiuilies):

Friedridishafen—Rio de Janeiro	

Friedridishafen—Pernambuco

. Friedridishafen—Seville	

Rio de Janeiro—Buenos Aires lAeroplane Coonecdonl

Return tickets are issued ai. RM 1500.-

RM HOO.-

RM 350.—

RM 400.—

the GRAF ZEPPELIN
completed in the

Von ^7^^ anniversary of Count
birthday was

Ms danohf Zeppelin-
BrLfl the Countess
Brandenstein - Zeppelin.

a reduciion of lO'fp.

Fomllles paying four

single or lOSig
more full f.srcs obtain a rebate of JSO;,

the reduced round trip faces
on the

Children, if ordinary berth is n>

quarter fare; up to 12 vears half fare.

8®B9obo. Free

Seaton. Duringihe high season (Stptember20 lo NovemberlOSouthhound;
April 10 to May IS Northbound) mininium fares

01 required, up to 6 vyears pay one-

are increased by RM 100.— .

Tourists making a round trip on the "Graf Zeppelin" on the same vovage
granted a rebate oflOt/, on iheminimumfaresduringaheoffseaRinool v.

f

by 20k-,„ r K. u. “P kilos is included in the tare
lO kslos of Osis baggage allou^nce may be carried by the airship
balance of 100 kiios by a steamer of the Hamburg-South America

Von

Count

are
and the

Line

(Deutsche Lufthansa).



crew were on board,
mail. The entire flight took 12
days, 14 hrs and 20
flying time at

of 70 orph (113 km/h),

longest segment of the journey,
from Friedrlchshafen to Tokyo
non-stop, was neatly 7,000
miles (11,2265 km) and took 101
hrs 49

crossing to Los Angeles took 79
hours.

as well as

mins of
4

an average speed
The 61 crew (including 20 trainees)

board, her
■i ■

on 63rd

Capt. Max Pruss, a ftWl
veteran.

Bad

flight,
airship

was in command,
weather the

east

the

over

the U.S.

delay and

hours cruising
coast

© Atlantic and

coast caused a

ship spent 12
off the

mins. The Pacific

New Jersey
waiting for better weather,
was late afternoon
(early
before

About this time

then president of the

company, had dreams of a German
-Amerlean

There was

T
Eckener,
Zeppelin

It

of 06 MAX

Germany)
proceed to

iO»_ evening
she could

in

Zeppelin
much

airline.

interest from

financiers, but
not come

Lakehurst.I ●

(Tragically, Eckener

already scouted out a new
terminal

frequent bad weather
Lakehurst. It was located at
Alexandria, Virginia, not far
south of Washington, D.C.)

hovering
preparing

and with U.S.

some American

Eckener's dream did

true Intil the winter of 1936/
37 (see later).

During 1930
Graf made a

return flights
Brazil. The first left

on 18 MAX 30

return

on 06 JUN.

an Arctic

Land

Russian

had

U.S.

because of the

atu#

and 1931 the

series of trial
to Rio de

●7 -

While

Lakehurst

landing.

Janeiro,
Friedrlchshafen

and departed Rio for the
flight via Lakehurst
In JUL 31 she

LZ-129 'Hindenburg' and American A1rltne«: n*;T laa 'n, u.
over

for

Navy
personnel on the ground already '
handling
fire

THE 'HINDENBURG'
The length of the

been dictated by
the shed at Priedrichshaf
which

her

broke

made

to Franz Joseph
and

on board.

72 from 50,
55 crew.

mooring
out

Hindenburg's sLorn, followed by
an explosion. The time was 7:25
p.m., 25 minutes after midnight
early in the morning of 07 MAX
in Germany. The press, gathered
en-masse to cover the event

included Chicago radio reporter
Herb Morrison and his sound
Jimmy Nelson, who had
down to Lakehurst the

day on an American
DC-3.

in addition to ropes,
the

theGraf had

size of

-en in

built,

decided

not happen again and
was built

began on
'Hindenburg' in the

cruise

with

scientists

in
theGerman A one-way

Lakehurst from
about 65

the wind.

voyage
Frankfurt

hours, depending
The fastest

on record took 42 hrs 53
That

to
she

Luftschiffbau Zeppelin
that would

was took

Regularly scheduled services
to Recife (also called Pernam
buco) in Brazil started on 20

32. Nine flights were made
that spring and fall, with the
last three continuing to Rio de
Janeiro. On the other six trips
passengers continued to Rio
board Kondor Syndikat
Nine return flights
in 1933, 12 in 1934,
and nine in 1936.

on

crossing
a new, larger
before

shed

may not seem to be’much^of
accomplishment

Boeing 747

construction
the LZ-129 "

fall of 1931.
Completed in

made her maiden
MAR 36.

an

today's
was a

compared with
crossing and

tremendous

in

age, but
major achievement
a 7-to-lO day boat
represented a

saving. Europeans
New

it man

flown

previous

Airlines

DEC 35,
flight

she

on 04on

timeaircraft.

were made

16 in 1935

He
While the Graf Zeppelin

been intended
research

was

on-the-spot commentary
lading of the giant ship.

I am sure many of
heard his broadcast,
live at the time or

tape. I hadn't even
yet, but I still

chills racing along my back the
first time I heard Morrison's
account on tape,
after the event,

voice broke

describing the disaster.
"Here it comes,

gentlemen," Morrison said,
what a great sight it
thrilling one 1 It
marvellous sight. It is coming
out of the sky pointed directly
toward us and towards the
mooring mast.

The mighty diesel motors
just roared. There is a swell
of excitement in the air ... No
wonder this floating palace
travel through the air at
a speed with these
motors behind it.

The field that we though
active when we first arrived

has (turned) into a moving mass
of co-operative action,

describing the last

preparations by the
Morrison

riding
like

riding as
mighty proud of

the place it is playing in the
world's aviation.

giving ancould

conduct

back

had

as a training and
larger
outset

go to

their
Xork, on the

business

4
^ ship, the

Hindenburg was from the
built to

and be

less time than
one-way.

Prospects for
good,

company, the American
transport
the

home

it took the boat
in

us have

either1935 was

for the Graf Zeppelin
Zeppelin company, because on'li
SEP she made

carry 50 passengers
(transocean) voyages.

On shorter day trips she could
even carry 150 passengers.

The Hindenburg left for
first South Ameti
30 MAR 36 and
regular

(Lakehurst)

Zeppelin Reederei (DZH)*!

a memorable year

and the later,
been born

remember the

on
success

international
_ Zeppelin
Company was formed in

1936/37

airships
ar at

The photo we all know so well- the
mighty Hindenburg' exolodp*: anH

grSI/" ’%nding It06 MAY 37 at 7:25 p.m. loca) ti

wereso
an

her 100th
her

her

ft

The ship
bustling with activities

are shouted

to the crew, the passengers are
probably lining the „
looking down at the field
of them getting a
the

ocean

500th

50th

return crossing.
When the Hindenburg burned,

the Graf was outbound from Rec
ife for Germany on one

proposed

that year.

IS no doubtcrossing, on 22 SEP

and in NOV
her

flight
South Atlantic

winter

operate two large
be built by Goodye
Ohio. They were to

we
lean service c

on 06 MAX started
Xork

Deutsche

of me.on to many years
Morrison's

was

to
service As he

Morrison

account

building
intense emoti

to broke

stopped his
step

New into tears,
eyewitness

inside

Akron,
have been
American

Atlantic

America,
DZR. The

er put a halt

he windows

-i ahead

as
for the

operated

flag over
and

toof her

services

Her captain, Hans
von Schiller, did not tell his
passengers of the disaster and
pressed on for home. When the
Graf arrived back in Germany,
she was grounded and never car
ried another fare-paying pass
enger again. She made only one
more flight, on 18 or 19 JUN 37
from Friedrlchshafen to
furt-am-Main to go on public
display. When she was dismant-
led in 1940 she had made 590
fjl^^bts, had travelled
than a million miles (1.6
lion km), flown 17,178
carried 13,100

under

the

perhaps to
in conjunction ,
Hindenburg disast
to the plans,

planning^'' to^"‘^be
sailinqs fn regular
Indies^fr, Dutch East
later tn Indonesia) as well,
Pacific to%hrS’!'s^‘^
North^S^®®” return services to

were planned
Hindenburg in

these left Ger
arrive

the glimpse the

his

ladies ofand

and

is. A

20 return toNorth

South
with

mooring

practically standing still
They've dropped ropes
the nose of the ship
been taking a hold of
the

mast. overcomeDEUTSCHE ZEPPELIN
DZR had

MAR 35

Ministry

ItTI
IS

reederei

founded on 22
German Air

Hansa, ,„ainly
P-:apaganda instrument fe? the
German Reiuh. LuftsehLfL"

small

- ions.

returned

and explained th
the

now.

out of

and its
down

Hewas

by the
and

moments later
^hir, I- I. , explosion i
pbip took place just

was being pulled
mooring mast. He
surface

first,
terrific

is a

in

itason

ground by a number of
It has started to
The

down

said the
into

there

^ explosion and
followed by the burning
nose and the ^
the

to the

tail
flames

was

that

men.

again.rain

rain had slacked

It motors
the ship are just holding it
just enough to keep it from

It has burst

broke

then
Zeppelin
minority
company,

the tr^nsatla^rS"
was moved to Pranu^ operations
3he n«de 10 ^turJ
1/006 passengers,
return flights t
the North '
been halted
Hindenburg
travellers,
capacity was

u n

had up a
only

interest
a

of a
in the

was

the
Frank-

west coast. ofcan

such

powerful

into

frightening,
frightening, terrible.
(●●●), it's running,
into flames

terrible ... this
worst

world.

burst

noseflames. crashing
Everybody

toIt ground.

back

IS
itof for

1937. The
the IS

running
speed

underneath it
over the peple at
burst

s

breakneck
from

atOh, my,

burtsting
this

one of the

the

has

it's

first of
03 MAX to
on 06 MAX,
scheduled
Connections
Xork (Newark)
by Ameri

tomore

mil-

hours,
„ , passengers,
crossed the South Atlantic
times and the
nine times in the
and nine :
of her first

get out

becuase
the

ri

many
Lakehurst

one was

NOV.

New

were

on

atto itIS Was
and the last

02/05
to and from

and Chicago
can Airlines DC-3.

carrying
nine

after
had

time itinto flames.
As the stern

burg sank, her
into

flames

catastrophies
falling,

flames

and

o Brazil
for n

TI in
140 It's of the

bow
itAfter

minute

landing
continues,
majestically toward us
some giant feather,
though It is

HindeAtlantic service
"iAter. The

no pcpuiar „Uh
__ Passenger
soon increased

North Atlantic

eight years
the day

into n-

r ,,. - - and a
mooring mast.

This is terrible, this
one of the worst

in the world - flames,
or five hundred feet
sky ... Oh, all
all

talk .

rose

sKy, sending
control

1C was all over in
from the
flames

high
the

the

the

ground.

seconds
first

the
crew,

The ship is
months since

-- flight.
tl

IS

disaster at -
The ship left

03 MAY with 36

catastrophies
oh, four

into the

humanity,
I can't

LEKEHURST

Frankfurt on

passengers and
to

8 32
the

passengers.

● . the people...

moment

were seen
Twenty-two

passengers

the
the

of her
one

n

crew. 13and9
of the



ground
immediately
hospital,
toll of 36. Among the dead

Capt. Ernst Lehmann,
captain of the Graf Zeppelin
and one of the best-loved of

the six Zeppelin captains. He
died of his injuries 24 hours

after the disaster. Pruss was

one of those who survived when

he jumped from the ship's
control car when it hit the

died. either Reichcrew was

also did not want
the U.S.

inconceivable. The ni-fated R 101, here riding at
anchor at the mooring mast at her
home base of Cardington.

He neighbors
land,

Britain to probe the electronic
defences of those countries. In

spy

east

probe
but

Czechoslovakia,
the Netherlands and Great

Po-later

for a total death

or in
to alienate

publicgovernment and

opinion against his Nazi
any further
somehow the

was

former
regime

by implying that
Americans

MAY 39 she made a

flight along the
and south-east coast
British

failed to

two-day
British

were

disaster.

international

responsible for
avoid

incident,
government

coverup.
Before

the
toTo over the Canadian and U.S.

of Niagara Falls,
to Britain two weeks

hours.

an side

returned

later

radar

detect
defences,

anything.
spy flight was made

early August,
probably
receptors

the

went along

sheAmerican

with
A

similar in
to 57 1/2 aided

favorable west wind.
RlOl

byScotland in

to no avail,
the

a
also

because

the disaster

Deutsche Zeppelin Reederei
its

the

and The selectedwas toships's
turned to the
The

ground.

The disaster put an
greatest

American subsidiary
operate

in commercial

each).

Hindenburg was the
The

make

However,
was far inferior to that

RlOO and the government, facing
failure of its 'shining example
of the virtues of public
private enterprise', ordered
the ship enlarged by an extra
bay before the India flight
The result was not as expected.
She turned from a very stable,
although sluggish, airship into
a highly unstable one, had
become overweight and her
cells leaked. For political

(his

were

wrong wavelength.
Zeppelin

flight
her flight performance

of the

a towere

four

service

LZ-129

one .

India.end to

aviation
planning
Zeppelins
(two

to
GraffGermany's

triumph and one
aviation

II never

carriedof the major

accomplishments
anywhere. It spelled the end of

commercial passenger airship
travel, probably for good.

The cause of the fire

explosion has

satisfactorily
Various reasons were

any

She was
commercial

dismantled

next two ships,
were

The
passengers.

in 1940 and the
LZ-131

built.

first

second

larger than the Hindenburg
her

LZ-130,one, was

and

first

South

but

and 132, over
never

I

would have made
Atlantic The two giant airship

were

it was said,
German

their

and

been

determined.

advanced

sheds

demolished
tocrossing,

later that

disaster

changed all that. The ship
redesiged to use helium
than the

at Frank furtnever America,
the

year,

Lakehurst
because,
in the

they were
bombers

at »ofway

taking off on
The Zeppelin
at Priedrichshaf
into

was

rather

■ V*-
at the time, but sabotage
definitely ruled out.
there is reason to

was miss ions.

construction sheds
..Jen were bombed

K ^^tinction by Allied
bombers during WW2 and by thp
end of the war, only memories
and artifacts remained of an
era in commercial aviation.

model larger,
British

However,
believe

sabotage was behind the fire.
Adolf Hitler

inflammable parliament and a former Acting
Commander in the Royal Navy. In
1922 he conceived the Imperial
airship program
link Britain

Canada, Australia,
and India.

hydrogen
gas. In her new form she did
not fly until 14 SEP 38.

Graf Zeppelin II,
publicity flights
and made at least
along the borders of

highly-streamlined
airship proposed by Vickers. It
has the place names London
New

gas

Named

she made some

Germany
flights

Germany's

reasonswas in power in
Germany and admitting some- one
actually had committed an act
of sabotage against the German

and own),
for

which to then-Secretary
Air ,

Cardington,
way to India

was

with its empire in
South Africa

ofYork the State

Thomson

ordered her

on the evening
04 OCT 1930, two months
schedule.

fuselage
Air

on
in

Lordseparated by the Royal
Force roundel. I have

further details on this ship.
The R34 was chosen to make

the world's first return

crossing of the
Sailing on 02 MAY
East Fortune, Scotland,
carried 30 crew and

ofnine

on herno

ofHe proposed

company to operate the
airships then in existence

with a gas
capacity of five million

forming a
behind

British
air

Atlantic.
1919

and

cell
On board were

and other
Lord Thomson

government officials,
including the Director of Civil
Aviation, the widely-respected
Sir Sefton Brancker. Sir Sefton
had ordered more trial flights
before the big voyage, but
overruled by Lord Tumc

ship

build new ones
from

she

passengers

and one stowaway and arrived at

Roosevelt Field, Mineola, Long
Island, in the morning of 06
JUL after 108 hours and 12

minutes in the air. She was the

first rigid airship to fly in
the U.S.

.. , cubic
feet 141,585 m3), measuring 760
ft (231.80 m) long .and
of lifting 44.5
kg) of mai1,

Britain.. capable
(47,475

and

tons

passengers
wascargo.

Outside Germany,
had no competition
name. Britain,
and Italy built
airships between them,
of these went into

airline service,
intended for it,

The British had

rival the Germans with
world-wide

Zeppelin
worth the

the U.S., France

several rigid
but none

commercial

on.
The company would also build

mooring masts at Port Said
(Egypt), Bombay, Rangoon,
Singapore and Perth (Australia)
and would start

flights to India with a
extension to Australia.

Sir Denistoun wanted
ships over 15
newly elected

government approved only two in
late 1924.

to be built

aircraft builder

the other, the
Royal Airship
state-sponsored example of
virtues of public
enterprise. They became

the British

'Capitalist

Socialist ship
(in WW2

fame) was chief
the RlOO and he
chief calculator
better known

Nevil Shute.
After

period, the RlOO

in AUG 29 and the RlOl
RlOO sailed for Canada

people on board.
Montreal

The

right from the
weather.

was in

start
trouble

bad

She was unable to gain
and

in

height

southern England at little
than rooftop level.

The English
crossed at
but

The R34 returned to England
three days later, taking 75
hours.

Four other British-built

complete

sailed across

- more
bi-weekly

weekly
not were they

Channel

only 900 ft (300
weather

was
six

years, but the
socialist

airships

nearly so in early 1921.
one, the R36, had
car. But on

Secretary of
Winston

were or
plans to

their

airship
operations. They were stopped
on a hillside

France in 1930, the
bad politics, bad planning, bad
execution and bad

the loss of 48

m)
stormy

nothern France the
back

inOnly
a passenger

01 MAR, the

for Air,
(British

WW2) ,
(Conservative)

halting all

over

ship dropped
level.

Labor
own

to rooftop
a. m.

Just

day,
after

struck

One, the RlOO,
ship

Vickers

RlOl,
Works

after 2

seven and a

was

and

and

by the

State

Churchill

prime minister in
announced the

government was
airship activity to save money.

The R38, the biggest airship
of its day,
construction at the time for

the British Admiralty. Declared

surplus, she was completed
instead for the U.S. Navy, to
become ZR-II. She broke up over
the North Sea and crashed in

the mouth of the Humber River

on 24 AUG 21 on her fourth

sailing, a trial flight. 44 of
the British and American crew

were killed. It was determined

her hull had not been strong
enough to withstand the tight,
high-speed turns the ship was
subjected to.

The disaster did not deter

Sir Denistoun Burney, member of

the next

. hours

her departure, the Rloi
high ground
miles

in northern

result of

by
half

Beauvais,
northwest

near
40luck. with

Several

aviation

as a (64 km)
oflives.

top government and
industry officials
the dead.

the

private
Paris. The ship was consumed by

men

over

fire. Only
and 48 others,
Thomson,

SIX
survived

Lord

and all the
perished.
disast

aviation
halted

Imperial

knownwere among under includingwas
in

press as
Sir Sefton

ship's officers,
the

British civil
then,
the

ship
. Barnes Wallis

of Dam Busters

f

British andefforts,
deserve recognition here.

Several

however, t
f

Itwas worst
erbomb

for

his

Norway,
novelist

Zeppelin
. . - - British
during World War 1.
crashed in flames after
been shot
D-33 had

inraiders

soil

Most

having
down but the Navy

« come down in one
A the design, the

the military R
(for Rigid) 33 and R34 in 1919.
mqS 643 ft long
(195.48 m) and had a gas cell

7nst under two

million cubic foot (56,600 m3).
A photograph

designer
hired

N.S.

the

came down up to

good

Airship

on and it

British
foras

Scheme.
as

The immediate cause

was said to have
sudden loss of
the

the

been a
one

crash

long
' was

a gestation
gas

forward gas
strong downdrafts of
pushing the

doubt

in
completed
in OCT.

of
cells

- wind
when

were

was

the

condition

on 29
The British R loo
the mooring mast
St. Hubert,

nose down.
aggravated

seriously overloaded
of the ship.

JUL 30 with 44

The crossing to
79 hours and after
successful

flights.

Thisno

bytook
. , j hear Mon¬

treal , Canada, in 1930.
a series

demonstration
of

exists of a The

broken
successful

up and sold f
including a RlOO

scrap.

cruise was
11



Walking promenade and observation deck
^ on the 'Hindenburg'. Tables on the left..and elsewhere ● are part of dining room. BELOW: obser
vation windows of the 'Hindenburg'.

UNITED STATES

In the USA, the
Zeppelin Transport Company
born in the winter of 1936/37
to operate two large
on intercontinental

American

was

miles (2,140
Fr iedrichshafen to Rome

fromkm)
restaurants

served

and

real

meals12 were

porcelain,
suitably
Zeppelin

(see

colum,
room

white

1 n
PRANCE

hours and 49

'Esperia' she
Mediterranean

but

Renamed

two-day

1925,
two

onminutes.

made

cruise

dismantled

received

Zeppelins at the end of WWl for
service with the navy. One, the

●Dixmude', was a former German
WWl ship and the
'Mediterranee', was

DELAG Nordstern.

plans to use the
second on scheduled services

between Paris and Algeria. The
plans were abandoned after the

Dixmude disappeared over the
Mediterranean in 1923 with more

than 50 people on board. The
cause of the disaster was never
established.

twoFrance custom-crafted

engraved

Luftschiffbau's

airships and

the
a

withservices,
in conjunction with Luftschiff-
bau

1 n

'LZ logo
Dick Luckin's dinnerware
this issue).

she

years later.
The

built two

N . 1 Norge
first

was

Zeppelin,

have been built by the Goodye
Akron,

These were to
military

other, the
formerly the
There were

The dining
tables were covered with
table cloths for ail

The luxury quickly won over
most of the travellers,
Douglas
Time-Life

Italians themselves

the

The

explorer
Arctic

the

took

ar

atcompany

Hindenburg disaster put an
to the plans. Any U.S.
built before

Ohio . The

end

airships
this,

nor used

rigid airships,
and the Italia,

used

meals .
ri

bywas

Roald Amundsenand after

were not intended for,
in commercial

outside the

Mhis wrote

his

Giant

1980 .

Betting
We found ourselves in

on

exploration
Italia

Gen.

Botting
book

flight

was the ship that
Umberto Nobile

trip to the North

were designed
si ightly
pre-WWl

Neither ship
and

scope of

and 1 n

service and fall

this

t The
ofscope Airships', published

Quoting one traveller,
said,
pleasant

on an in
account. ill-fated

Pole. Both ships
by Nobile and were

the

IT

a
ITALY

getting
midnight

peas.

room,
over

lamb

white

steamship ever rode more
sea" .

The DELAG Zeppeli
was turned over to the
Navy in 1919 and was

Esperia. On her delivery flight
the ship travelled the 1,330

Bodensee

Italian

renamed

larger
Viktoria

entered commercial service

they fall outside the
this account.

than

Luise.

n
acquainted

supper

caviar

From then on,
either

between

ano more

projected
West

was

of chops,
wi ne.

heard of
andflights

Africa and Brazil.

French No

evenly
Another

even

nerves

calmin a

pampered passenger wrote,
."the person

know

with taut

may

serenity and calm like no other
in the field of travel.

More of the same was offered
on the Graf

relaxation.a a

life on board It

Zeppelin's

successor, the Hindenburg.
prompted Douglas R. Robinson to
say,

airship, you go

larger
This

means of a

keel.

The

along thegangwayImagine travelling on board
an aircraft, seated at a small

table beside a window,
fresh air, while a

steward serves you gourmet food
and fine wines.

Don't look

Boeing 747s

1987. But take your
75 years and you'll
was how people voyaged
pre-Wuild War

photograph of
voyage in 1912

small decorated Christmas
on a table.

passenger

compartments of the 1919 Bod
and Nordstern

streamlined
with

-andopen for
uniformed

crew- n

You don't go flying in an
en- Tl

voyaging,
his Famous Aircraft Series book
'LZ 129 Hindenburg'

In the Hindenburg
control car with the
radio

see i n

were in large
cats built integral

ship's
of 1964.the

against the
for it on the

and Concordes of

mind back

find this

on the

1 Zeppelins. A
Christmas

even shows a

tree

main frame,
underside of the

hulls close to the
Both

only the

br idge,
and

suspended

ships'
carried

there

have

bows. chartroom,

captain's cabin, was
beneath the bow. All
and other

room

ships
passengers,
evidence

20

but is
passenger

accommodations
hull.

up to 27

with
been

wicker

aisle when

provided

crew

carried,

seats in the central
weather

maximum lift.

The Graf Zeppelin also had a
single car, but
eough to
and

for 24.

wine-red
There

extra were inside the huge
arrangement first used

earlier British RlOO and RlOl.
(The facilities described
are those for

a
an

on the
conditions

here

Hindenburg,
they were basically

same on the two British

On the upper deck,
49 X 92 ft (15 X 28

'public rooms', with
room to port and a

reading/writing
starboard.

The passenger cars of the
early Zeppelins resembled train

finished

mother-

the

butit large
passenger

room/lounge

appointed

was the

ships.)
measuring

m) were the

3 dining
lounge
room

cars, their interiors

in mahogany wood
pearl

contain a

d i ning-
a*.

with

and

crew

of inlays
covered with carpets. The 20-24
passengers were seated in wick

er chairs and were served

meals during the
over

It wasfloors with

carpets and curtains.

separate
in the car,

central

were

passenger cabins
five -

aisle .

10 and
full

tours

countryside.
lasted

had

onscenic
Largeon each side of a

- Each cabin had a
slanted
enabled

world

feet

a bay

the German windows on both

passengers to

slide by a
below. There

sides_ _ couch,

convertable into two bunks, and
a table,
window.

These tours often
see the

hundred
even

several hours

all the time

take in the

travel,
surroundings and good food.

A wine list and menue of the
Sachsen' has

offers a choice

two champagnes,
eurs and other drinks. The food
included pate de

and diners

world
few

was
closets and an outside

A steward made the beds
in the morning and turned
cack into couches for day use.

Crew passenger
avatories and washrooms were

the

Sleeping
3s well
hold

the toin

luxury of smooth
good company.

grand piano in
the lounge,

kept down through
aluminum.

the cornerthem ofpleasant its weight be ing
the use

using
send

of
Passengers

writing room could
letters directly
room

f
the

their
mail

through
dining

for

survived. It
in back car .of seven

several

of thewines,
1 igu-

to thequarters for the crew,
ma i 1

the

tubes.

in hull

The

3 chapel
services.

freight
in the main hull,

comforts
were

as and pneumatic

room doubled

Sunday religious

s were

The
foie

breast of goose. Beluga
and ham, salads,
fruits and desserts,

early
seperate crew

ship's bow. But the
walk between the

gras,
caviar

French

asII
creature j 1

enjoyed by passengers
substantial. Gourmet meals were
prepared

fresh

The
by two chefs in ^

galley which would put many
today's apartment buildin‘3
kitchens to shame. Diners
given menus as in earthbound

ships
car close to

crew

had a

of
the

could Two-storey dining room of the R inn
Nevil Shute is on the stairs

Two-bunk cabin on the y
two bycars

12



have a drink brought
cabin by pushing a
the doorjamb.

The public rooms
11 p.m. but the

remained open until 3
Passengers and
strictly prohibited
smoking anywhere on or near the
ship, except in the
smoking room. All matches
cigarette lighters were
surrendered to the

boarding. Even in the

The 25 two-bed staterooms,
each with its own washbasin

with warm and cold

water, were also on this
located in the centre,

the 'public rooms'.
The lower deck,

staterooms, held a
bathroom, lavatories,
room, galley, crew's mess
officers' mess.

The staterooms were 5 x 6

1/4 ft (1.52 X 1.90 m) each and
had no windows. The nine cabins
added to the lower deck in

winter

to their

button on
wonder that the

Max

If you want
guickly, take an

airplane. If you want to travel
comfortably, take an airship.

It is not surprising that
only too

less

the sake

voyage on the
the 1936

eastbound

Atlantic

is it any
Hindenburg's
Pruss, once said,
to travel

captain.
' Internal structure of the 'Hindenburg'.

Crew walkway for 1n-fHght inspections
is on the left. (Zeppelin photo).

running

deck,
between

T1

closed at

main bar

a. m.

were

II

below

showerroom,

smoking
and

the crew

from some passengers were

happy
comfortably just for
of enjoying a
Hindenburg.
season, the
runs

while her gas bags
filled with hydrogen
the passengers had boarded

the engines were running, a
ground crew grabbed hold of the
mooring lines
out of the

were being
gas. After

- J and

to travel

designated
and

to be During
ship's

the

crew on

smoking
ask

their

pipes and cigarettes.
Passenger and crew

were ventilated and

forced air bled from th
cooling system.

With these comforts on hand.

and

shed.

water ballast was released
the ship slowly rose
air.

walked

Once

across her

clear,
J and

into the

the

of 1936/37 (at the

expense of crew messes) to
increase the ship's capacity to
72 from 50, did have windows.

Three bars were in operation

most of the day, manned by
seven stewards. Pasengers could

passengers had to
for

room,

steward for a light
cigars.

operated
106.B%

a at an o faverage

capacity.
accepted

Some

bunks inpassengers
the

the ship's keel.

quarters
heated

officer s' quarters
Even at

along

that,
passengers were turned back for
nearly

by Outbound flights mostly were
flown into thee engine

wind.

ensured that the ship,
of an in-flight engine failure,
would have a tail wind for
flight home.

Upon landing, gas was vented
off to reduce lift and
cables were

This

in caseeastboundevery

crossing.

the

getting technical mooring
dropped when the

ship was close to the

Pulling on the cables,
ground crew walked the ship
her mooring mast, to which
would be tied

ground.
thedelving

technical aspects of
short

Before into the

airships,
the

gas-tight
suspended inside the
separated

aluminum girders,
car and any
ions were built

bags cells

and

transverse

control

accommodat-

with

or Airships
cause their

to fly into
respective

the wind,
go where the

are dirigibles
engines allow

any direction,
of the direction

while

tobe-hull
she

by cables from
explanation

three basic types is in order.

ofa themby
ir -The her bow.
ofother THE ZEPPELINS softer than on land. here between the Zeppelins

the

airships,
civil.

NON-RIGID

Non-rigids have a hull made

of a flexible, gas-tight
lope containing the
gas. The hull maintains

shape through the pressure of
the gas. (A blown-up child's
toy balloon is an example of
such an envelope.)

The horizontal and vertical
are attached

envelope. The control

car is attached to the envelope
or is suspended from it

cables. The engines are mounted
on the control car.

balloons onl^
wind blows them.

and
integral

the hull and were either inside
the hull

Several non-rigids The LZ-7 Deutschland, first
of the DELAG ships, had larger
twin rudders at the stern and
four sets of four horizontal
elevators stacked vertically,
one set on either side of the

bow and the stern. The ship's
overall shape was unchanged
from the LZ-1.

An integral
ran most of the
the

British and American
semi-rigids had been bu
the late 1800s before Count

Ferdinand von Zeppelin became
interested in them. But he was

the first to built rigids on
any worthwhile scale
120

Hindenburg disaster.
The hulls of all pre-WWl

Zeppelins had a cylindrical
shape wth pointed nose, blunt
stern and a rather complicated

arrangement of fins, rudders
and elevators.

both military
Zeppelins

'land to the ground
lower

and

would

and their

vertical tailfin was

secured to a trolley ranning
along a circular track laid out
on the ground, so the
could swivel in the

other ships moored at a

level, swinging freely with'the
wind like a weather

These different

enabled passengers and
the

enve-

lifting
i ts

or projected from

horizontal

vertical control surfaces
part of the

the

and

were

and

The

installed

Bui Iding
possible

Heroult

in the U.s.
almost

invented

Thebow. rigidsThe became

after Paulin 1086
of France

I

hull's and C.M. Hall

independently
simultaneously

frame

covered.were also fabric

engines

anywhere

and

had

electrolytic
aluminum could

nearly
the time of thecould be by

shipalong anthe

mounted on frame members,
the cantrol

hull,
or uji

process by which
produced

quantities.
light
needed

(and

wind. The
control surfaces

to the

V-section keel

length along
of the hull,
it widened

highercar.

A rigid relies i

to keep her external
on the

commercial

the

material

airships

in

Thison her frame

shape, npt

provided underside

About mid-ship
provide a train car-like
for 12

and vane .
strong

construct
toby to procedures

: crew
gas pressure.

cabin
airplanes). of

passengers.

Two gondolas were
beneath the hull. The
one housed the controls
125 hp Daimler
two two-bladed

These props were mounted

l/3rd up the fuselage side
were driven via shafts
couplings. The second
at the end of the
contained two Daimler

Zeppelins to board
leave via small

and

stepladders,
while their counterparts on the
other ships had a fair
to climb on a staircase
the mooring mast.

The LZ-1 of 1900 had small

rudders at the bow and stern

for directional control and a

550 lb (250 kg) sliding weight
mounted on a track for vertical

control.

The two Daimler

produced only 30 hp and
LZ-1 was grossly underpowered,
being controllable only in
still air.

She was built and housed in
a shed which floated on the

Bodensee (Lake Constance),
anchored only at the front. Two

for this curious
exist.

suspended
forward

and a

engine driving
propellers.

SEMI-RIGID

Semi-rigids have the same

type of hull as the non-rigids,
but the envelope is attached to

a rigid keel which runs nearly
the entire length of the
envelope.

The control car is in

keel. The horizontal

vertical tail surfaces

attached to the envelope

the engines are mounted on
keel and/or the control car.

height
within

about

and

and

engines
the

STREAMLINED SHAPES

The post-WWl Zeppelins
same

used

construction
there

the

and

are

and

the

gondola,
keel,

engines
mounted in tandem and each dri
ving a four-bladed propeller. A
walkway
connected

the

techniques
substantial

their predecessors.

The constant-diameter
indrical hull had given iay
the fully streamlined shape
the Bodensee and Nordstern (and
the military Los Angeles).

Zeppelin had started
attention to streamlininq
ring the war, after

successful military
Lanz airships.

Designer Joseph Schutte
industrialist Hei
started

but
were

withdifferences

cyl-through the
forward

gondola, the cabin and the
gondola.

Except for
engines, some
the control

keel

crew

aft

tothe

ofBoth types
airships, because they rely on
the pressure of the gas inside
to maintain their shape.

reasons

arrangement
most-widely accepted is
the shed always pointed
the direction of

which made launching
easier and safer. And indeed, a
number of DELAG and military

Zeppelins would
because they were
against their sheds by strong
cross winds while being walked
out. The second explanation is
that the count believed a crash

landing on water would be

pressureare

The

that

into
more-powerful

cleaning up
surface

and better streamlining of
nose, all ships through to
LZ-17 Sachsen were

toI

payI
of

the wind,
the ship

du-structure
seeing theRIGID the

Schutte-The Zeppelins and the RlOO/
101 discussed here were rigids.

Their hulls

aluminum rings
covered with fabric, which
not Intended to
Lifting

the

of similar
be destroyed

thrown

build of

girders
was

be gas-tight,
gas was enclosed in

appearance as the LZ-7. . and

Lanz had
building highly

coveted

patents
govetn-

started

were

and

THE START AND LANDING

Awaiting her passengers, the
Zeppelin would lie in her shed,
held down by mooring lines
ballast (sand bags

plywood-
tigids in 19li. Their
were taken over by the
ment after the war had
and they became

and

and water)
available to
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the past
Various

compartments
the keel.

The

similar

cargo and water ballast
were

Zeppelin. Schutte-Lanz closed
its doors in 1917.

The Bodensee and the slight-

ly-longer Nordstern {they were
nearly identical after Bodensee
had been lengthened in 1919)
housed, for the first time,

crew and passengers in a single
structure under the bow. The

ships' four engines
mounted one each in

on either side of

about midship, and in a
rear gondola with two
coupled to drive a
propeller.

Instead of the complicated,
multi-unit control surfaces,
the fin and rudder and the

Congress for supplies of
generation

of Zeppelins. Congress approved
a provisional export permit for
10,593.000 cu.ft. (300,000 m3)
as soon as Eckener could find a

way to transport it to Germany.
He decided to modify the

LZ-130, then

ion, for the helium, but before
she had been completed, Germany
forcibly took
Austria (the
Harch 1938 and the U.S.
imposed an embargo on

ticularly to Germany,
not forgoten the

U.S.

helium for the next
built into

Hindenburg
construction

Graf, but because she had
built in a

ofwas

Inventors of past
have put forward many
ideas on what they
airship should look like^
are six of them,
lected from many ...

centuries

fanciful

thought

the

been

larger shed,
much greater

in much

had a

higher
capacity. The larger

hull also allowed for enclosure
of the passenger accommodations
and the crew quarters within
its diameter, so that only the
control car and the engines
protruded from the hull.

as

new,

and she had a

diameter, resulting
better streamlining and
larger gas volume and
lifting

an

Here

se-randomlyunder construct-

were

a gondola
the hull,

single
engines
single

BRESCIA, Italy, 1670.
Jesuit priest Francesco Lana

di Tersi proposed this
ship'. A gondola (looking
half of an empty walnut
was suspended from
copper spheres. Lana
to expel the air
spheres by heating
would then

cooled,
near-vacuum

method had the

ofcontrolover

'Anschluss) in

●air-

like

shell)

four empty
proposed

from the

them. They
sealed and

again

helium,
11 had

British

when

inf 1icted

experience

Zeppelin

psychological
damage in
country.

An atom of hydrogen
lightest element known to
It consists of

and an electron. This
makes it twice

WWl,in

raiders

and

many areas

HYDROGEN VS HELIUM
physical
of the

horizontal tailplane units were
also streamlined and combined

at the stern in a simple +
arrangement.

The Graf

same single

structure,
streamlined.

The Zeppelins depended on
highly flammalble hydrogen gas
to provide buoyancy. Hydrogen
is the lightest of all elements
and was the only lifting gas
available

be

resulting
Inside.

in a

is the

man.

Anotherniustrations this page courtesy BP Aviation Service
had the

car/cabin

she was less

Photos show the

larger portion of the hull

nearly cylindrical. Even beyond
this the diameter differs
little. This

the

volume

Zeppelin
control

but

spheres
with water which would then
drained throught vertical tubes
whose length was to
with

filled
only a proton

what

as efficient for

heat production as natural gas.
The gas is produced by dis

placement from acids by metals,
by electrolysis of water and by
reaction of

beGermany in
commercial guanties. Helium has
nearly the same buoyancy as
hydrogen, but does not burn. It
was available in worthwhile

in the 1930s only in
when Eckener

the

in
is

correspond
the barometric

created within the

Lana reasoned the

IS vacuum

spheres.

resulting
spheres

air

quantities
the USA. But

applied to
was done to

maximum possible
within the

imposed by the
shed

It simply was
not high enough to allow a hull
of larger diameter for full
streamlining. Another result of
building in a restricted
was that the control

the

would be lighter than
the 'airship' would rise
result. There

Lana knew the

near-vacuum incarbon and steam.

The single-electron composi
tion maked hydrogen react read
ily with other elements and
with common compounds, such

and petroleum,
heat ... and the
are part of it.

Helium is a
gas and doesn't
other

This

achieve

hull

dimensions

construction

Friedrichshafen.

American

governemnt for helium for the
Hindenburg, he was refused.
American law, passed
prohibited the export of helium
to conserve it

airships.

but to build the Hindenburg
use hydrogen.

Since

and

as a

An IS no evidence

spheres would

collapse under the pressure
the outside air or that he
any idea of how thick
walls should be to

collapse. Forward

provided by a sail catching the
wind or by oars.

His idea

scientists of

Lana backed off

feared his invention would
day be misused for

at 1927,in

as
water

to ofcreate

which
for American

Eckener had no choice
flames had

their

prevent this
motion

to
stable

react with

-inert-

any

compounds.
it so safe.

space

car/cabin
wasthat time. elements

is what makes
however,large
helium gas had been

the

or

is small for such a large
and is faired into the

reservesship

upslope
of the bow, rather than
protruding below the keel. This
too was to allow as

hull volume as possible.
The Graf's hull

of 16 duralumin

each in the form of a

polygon, spaced 49
(15 m) apart,
secondary rings
pair of main rings. All
were joined by

girders. The main rings
braced by a mass of

wires. The secondary rings
not braced, to leave
the lifting gas cells
the main rings.

Two interior

the length
through the keel and the

of

discovered

and after the
into the disaster

Eckener

with the

It
was much admired by

time,
because

obtained by the

certain wells, found only in
Germans

could not get their
helium.

ISin USA
his butinvestigation

at Lakehurst he
was over,

began negotiations
large a one

militaryhands on
was built up
main rings,

28-sided

ft 2.5

There were two
between each

purposes.

VIENNA, Austria, 1804
Professorthe future Ain Robinson

palace
for

proposed this
for

f

flying
passengers

six-month nonstop flight to
scientific

f

60( ! )
a

rings

longitudinal
do

Various proposals have
made since the end
2 to revive the

tasks.

observations.
gondola

been

of World War
airship
Plans

The
Cargo, fuel and crew

be ferried back and
the transporter

three-storeywere to

forth

smaller

were

steel

were

for

between

of the
colossus would includetofor

have

move

aspecific

included proposals
natural gas from one
the world to another
ships and transportation
heavy and bulky loads over
thf in
tne Arctic regions,

3hd South America.
® proposal

build a mammoth cargo airshin
® of 500 tons

(1,120,000 lbs/508,500
50 10-ton
flying speed
have been
km/h) and

unlimited when
air.

kitchen.by storage
music

and

room,

room,
3 ladies'

of the
rooster

with

house

airships.
However, the

flying
Goodyear bli
for

laboratories.toroom

private cabinsonly airships
the small

are used

purposes,

large sports
and the

built in

for the same

part of now
salon. Perchedare toplargein on

large balloon-imps which

promotional
was a

symbol of vigilence
it could

gangways ran

of the hull, one
other

just below the centerline. The

second provided in-flight crew
access to the 17 lifting gas
cells above the gangway and the
nine fuel cells below it. There
was a ventilation shaft between
each two cells.

The hull and the tail

with lightweight
fin at the

of

the
reporting
events and the
Skyship
Btitai

an
eye so big,on

an
observatory.like,

dirigibles
much

Siberia,

LONDON, England,
'Plying whale

n. 1816in
purpose. 1

designed
gunsmiths S.t. Paulv

purs Egg, to have been built in
London, England. Powered
steam engine driving
Alternatively, manpower
be used to row the

to byIt Swissmay. very well come to

P ss in the future that large
airships will be used as bulk
haii?° natural resource

in underdeveloped
never again will

^ carry fare-paying passen-
intercontinental voya-

h„_‘ aople are too much in a
burry for that.

and

kg) by ain

containers.
of this

Thefins oars.

could

The

ship would
mph (160

were covered

doped cotton. The
bottom of the

an auxiliary steering

areas.around 100
her

ship,
fin.

horizontal tailrange

refuelled
virually
-- in the

stern contained

station.

inconjunction with a
movable

ship
weight, would. . enable
to rise and descend.

the
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LONDON, ENGLAND, 1835	
Even more fantastic was this

British project for an airship
(literally a ship) filled with

lifting gas' and powered by
harnessed eagles, falcons or
other large birds
under

inventor would get

birds to flap their
the same time is

history. Also note

passengers were seated in a

sloop-like

suspended under the keel,
they and the birds were to

survive during a landing is not
known either.

B€€II\Ca\SIE
«

suspended
How the

all the

wings at
lost in

that the

By JOOP GERRITSMA Zeppelins. Pre- and
peacetime activities are

and there is a chapter
the nighttime raids over the

south of England during the
war.

post-VWl

told,
about

posters

cigarette
purse in the form of
Zeppelin. There is
photograph of a

to an enameled
box and a

the keel. gold
ladies

Graf
The five books reviewed

here, are all out of print as
far as I know. But they are my
favorites on the subject of
airships and if you are an
airship buff, I urge you to buy
them should you come across
them at a second-hand book

sale, flea market etc.

the

aslo

nutcracker in
the shape of ... Graf Ferdinand
von Zeppelin himself,

you will never have a chance to
own any of these items, having
the pictures in this book is a
real treat.

a

The British get
their pte-WWl

ships, and for the flights
fates of the R34, RlOO
RlOl,

with many great photographs.
American military

Twenties and

as are the

of Italian

space for
and wartime

and

gondola Even ifalso

How

and

all profusely illustrated

Beautifully printed
quality paper, this book
finitely a must in the
of any aviation enthusiast!

high
is de

library

on

airships
Thirties

Polar

General

THE GIANT AIRSHIPS

First on my list is the 1980
Time-Life book, 'The Giant
Airships', by Douglas Botting.

It is a must-have just for

the many historic photographs,
paintings and superb technical
drawings, the last all in
color.

PARIS, FRANCE, 1850
This design was proposed

of the

are detailed,
flights
Umberto Nobile.

by
a Frenchman with the last name

of Petain (also spelled Petin).
It consisted of several

But the book excells in
material on the

and 'Hindenburg'. The
"Touring the world on
with a soul ',

as does

the

'Graf Zeppelin'
chapter

'the ship
for

final

balloons linked together in
metal or wooden

QCl.'&wi ttSTH
these wheelsa

driven.were The
frame and 'airship', which was neverderiving forward motion from

built, could transport
dozen

severalpropellers driven by special *
II

speaks
the

wheels.
Botting starts his narrative

in 1900, with the first
Zeppelin dirigible, but
photos and short vignettes he
also he also looks before that

year. Also dicussed

illustrated

itself,
chapter,
calamity".

There

II
Crescendo and

in
CCSsg»

detailed

full-color

hull,
cars and

of the

shows

Graf

one

are

photographs and

cut-away drawings of the
gas cells, control
pasenger accomodations

ships. A specatular shot
three crewmen atop the
Zeppelin's hull, lowering
of their mates down the side
a rope harness to
damaged fabric ...

ship was high
Atlantic in 1933.

'The Giant Airships'

PPOMt^AOE

/ z;and

the
SLID:
0O0B3

are tOUNOj
KiOiXO
OOOQS

CAT

byattempt
WAiJl

unsuccessful

American inventor John Hindenburg' passenger deck. (From
The Airship', reviewed here).

Morrell

to fly a non-rigid at Berkeley,
California,
Santos-Dumont

flew

1908; the
Airship No.6,

the Eifel

Paris in 1901; the
II which flew

to London in six
the airship

America' which attempted to
cross the Atlantic in 1910.

The bulk of this fabulous
book is taken up by

in

THE AIRSHIP - A History
A close second for

favorite airship book
Airship - A history’ of 1974

author Basil
delves into the

and historical

aspects of airships, beginning
1670 proposal by Francesco Lana
di Terzi (see elsewhere

issue) and proceeding right
to and including

blimps, including many
proposals of and the few actual
airships built
Century.

This book

Zeppelin material
Life book, but
goes into

detail,
British

in

which

Tower in

Clement-Bayard
from Paris

hours in 1910 and

around my most-

The
repair

while the

over de South

IIS

I

by British

Collier,

technical

It
is also

of interest to memorabilia col
lectors. There

I

are many illus-
collectibles

from large wall

trations of

many kinds.
of

in thisthe

up
the Goodyear
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in the 19th

covers the same

Time-

text

historic

as the

Collier's
much more

especially
airships

operations by the
French and British,
operations alone
20% of the

Time-Life book,
also discusses Ge
built

3PAIN, ABOUT 1880
impossible

Spanish design in the
3 giant wooden
on the

on pre-WWlJr.,W.Georgewas this and wwi

Germans,
These

W.
shape of

Texas,dove. The text War

about

the

Airship'
airships

Schutte-La
and others.
years

and

side proclaims occupy
Unlike

II wor Id
peace" \ text.Spanish,
to be held The ship was

The

rman

e. , aloft by two
small balloons,
ship-type
centre,
them.

rather

Note the two
byfunnels nz.in the Gross-Basenach

The post-WWl
German

with smoke I also thank

George Cearly
photograph of

Schedule Editor
for making
the

rising from
This see the

British
Italian
as the

Angeles,
Macon

suggests the

Hindenburg
and an AA DC-3 available to

to have great

airships, and the
ships, detailed,
American Los

power was

come from
®r^glne.

some sort ofsteam two

as well
But there me,

and Editors Dick Koran (Winqs &
Things),
(Dinnerware)

(Sticker Chatter),
George Cearley, for
substantial Zeppelin
in their own colums.

are nopropellers
The visible anywhere.device Dick

and Don
Luck in

Thomas
between

s looks lik
Shenandoah,
other

the Akron,
military ships.

Where Botting
almost entirely
Collier also details
blimps, from the

twofunnel and
e a gas streetlight well

including
material

aspost asand lookoutsstandi are focuss

rigids,
non-rigid

coastal

on the head
peering

es
N.Y. 1972

tail, and at the on

through tele¬scopes .
WWI
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patrol ships, submarine hunters
and convoy escorts to the
present Goodyear blimps.

The final chapter offers

some insight into what the
future might hold for airships.
Because this book is 13 years
old, some predictions now look
strange, but who knows ...

This and the Time-Life book,
both great,
different

approach the
different angles,
book offers a detailed but

popular view, while Collier's
book is intended for the

COMMERCIAL ZEPPELIN DEVELOP^E^^●

(Drawn to Same Scale)s 1

Sini C11^ IE ID C ID aVTT e id bi/ VON TK0MA5"Viktoria Lube," completed 1912, carried 20 passengers
2-hour joy rides from hangars near large German cities.

"Bodensee," carrying 20 passengers, made first scheduled
intercity flights between Frieiichshafen and Berlin in 1919.

"Graf Zcppelm," completed 1928, circled globe and made
many flights across North and South Atlantic, with day and
night accommodations for 20 passengers.

"Hindenburg," completed 1936, with capacity of 70 pas
sengers, was first aircraft designed and built specifically for
crossing the North Atlantic commercially.

on

I
A short history of modern

airships - The British had the
R34, which crossed the Atlantic
in both directions in 1919, the
first air craft in the world to

3o so. The R-lOO made a

roundtrip to Canada in 1930.
The R-101 was destroyed in
France on the way to India when
it struck the ground and caught
fire in the same year.

The Italians had the Norge

and the Italia. The Norge,

under command of Gen. Umberto

Nobile, made a successful trip
over the North Pole from Norway

to Alaska, but their Italia,
with the same General in

command, struck the ice on a
Polar trip. The control car was

spent
before

f MITlUFTPflST.
● PAR.AVION

are intended for

audiences

subject

and

from

The Time-Life

ERSTER PLUG

RUND UM DIE WELT

MIT LUFTSCHIFF L. Z. 127

-GRAF ZEPPELIN"

bla 'Iokio.
more-serious scholar of airship
history. The hundreds of (B&W
only) photographs, the tables
and andmaps, a very

comprehensive, cross referenced
index are proof of this.

I have one big regret about
this book: the closest 1 come

to owning a copy is borrowing
it from the public library.
Despite my best effors, I have
never found one I could buy.

THE BANK OF TAIWAN, Ltd,

Friodrichshafen (Bodensee) —Tokio

Heinr. Tcmm.e
Impan ● E»po't

Ueberlingen
*m Bodonaoe	

Osaka, Japan

niustrat-fon from LZ129

"Hindenburg”, reviewed here.
#1

torn off and the crew

some time on the ice

being rescued.
In the United

lighter-than-alr was
U.S. Navy show. The
and the Akron

COMMERCIAL ZEPPELINS. 1912-1936
L2129 "HINDEBURG VT

parts of the world. After a
flight across the Atlantic to

New York, and many flights over
Germany and the rest of Europe,

most-famouss

one around

This 1964 album by Douglas
H. Robinson deals with the last

of the great airships. A short
historic overview glances
the

favorite chapter
the Belly of Leviathan',
needs no

LifeIS 1 n speculates none was

because the ship was flown
personnel with literally

association

'Graf Zeppelin'
ships.

he said,
manual. The

or this

States,

mostly a
Shenandoah

were lost in
Macon was

most of

The ZR-3

ever issued
11). Timetables from New York
(#12-14),
Argentina

(#17) are shown, as is a
brochure (#18) on the
company, whose
York were

steamship line, and
Brazil the Syndicate Condor.

which

further explanation.
It makes you feel as if
were on board yourself.

Short chapters
tragedy at
Daimler-Benz

by
Brazil

(#16) and
(#15),

Germany
large

Zeppelin
agents in New

the Hamburg-Amerika
agents in

yearsover

the

its

and

o fyou close it made its1 noforigins
Luftschiffbau handling

and earlier commercial
For that reason,
included the LZ120

is good enough f

the flight, the

world. A flight cover from this
addressed to

theZeppelin,
pre-WWl passenger airships
the Graf Zeppelin, and then
is the Hindenburg all the
Fabulous

Violent storms. The

lost at sea although
her crew were saved.

Los Angeles', built in Germany
in 1924 for to the U.S.

reparations, gave many years of
being

Prance also

dirigible.

discuss the

Lakehurst and the

diesel engines
which powered the Hindenburg.

The final 17 pages are taken
up by the complete
manual for the LZ120
issued to the

addresses every
flight. Robinson
manual for

known to

It

trip is shown,
Osaka, Japan (#1). This
flight stopped over
From 1933 to 1936 the

Zeppelin was on a regular
and passenger run from
Germany to Rio de Jan
eiro. A baggage label
used on this South At-

heit

1929

in Tokyo.
Graf

mail

way.

photographs of the
ship and many close-ups of
exterior and interior details.

Some very fine half-tone
drawings and cut-aways as well.

The text discusses in great
detail technical aspects and
the accommodations on board. My

reason
as war

reviewer.

In his

manual,
Eckener,
known

f1ight
'Bodensee

crew,

aspect

says no flight
Hindenburg is

and

introduction
Robinson

who

to the

Hugo
was

to his

his

airship

good service before
scrapped in 1939.
received a German

renamed the Dixmude, which made
successful

disappeared

t

#2says Dr.

wrote it.
Pope

because

It

of II
Theas II

associates,
pronouncements
travel were

IT

the

exist
flightsseveral

before

Mediterranean flight in 1923.

lantic service is shown

(#2) along with the
round label used on the

Graf (#3)

the

to separate passenger
baggage for customs in

spection (#4). The oth
er round label (#5) was

used later by the Zep
pelin company for both
the Graf Zeppelin and

the big new Hindenburg.
The Hindenburg, which
flew "Over the ocean",
as the label says in
German (#6) to Lake

hurst, N.J., was des
troyed in 1937 when it

caught fire as it was
landing. After that,
hydrogen was considered
too dangerous to use in
dirigibles, so the Graf

Zeppelin was grounded
and airship passenger
services were halted.

During the Zeppelin
era many hotels capita
lized on the Zeppelin
name and fame - a few

samples are shown (#7-

on
on ahe she

infallible 1 II

and one of

letterlabels used
however.None of the above,

can be said to have contributed
much to furthering

RlOO IN CANADA
EUROPEAN

Since 1910

have entered airline
T!;® Zeppelins, fromDeutschland'
'Hindenburg'
packed full
development,
and

TRANSPORT the trans-Another single-subject book.
Barry

AIRCRAFT more about the
it.

Zeppelins. byBuy passengersThis 1982

title

the visit of the

to Canada in the
1930 .

portation

lighter-than-alr means.
It were the Germans who were

successful

ofCountryman
is a superb production

British RlOO

summer of

periodi
on

1 like to
with two
book :

end these

quotes from the RlOO
withreviews the

dirigibles, especially
transport of passengers.

Count

most
in air

DELAG

Von

1911

Sachsen,
the

hun-

charter

known to Tl

I have not

airships

The book contains a detailed
the

interested
because

appearance,
fascinated by their size,
because they are the only
° vehicle capable
traversing great ocean spans
carrying commercial loads. They
are the keystone of the arch of
Imperial Communications.
Denistoun Bur
behind

Company
airship
The

myself
like

was the name of

Zeppelin's company,
to 1914 the Schwaben,
Hansa

service.

the
text inon reasons

her
for

design
from

the

her

are

I FromLZ-7

L2129
building the ship,
and construction
the

their
to Ithe nor am

process

first metal cut to
covering of the hull,
sailings. The
terrific and

get

of details
technical

the

but

form

18 especially
carried

and

Viktoria Louise

dreds of passengers on
3nd sightseeing flights, mostly
in the Frankfurt area. None
these were

flights.
After World

Germans put the
scheduled service,

were forced to turn it over

the Italians, who named it
Esperia.

The most-succesful
Zeppelins was of
Graf Zeppelin'. It
trips between Germany

pages

the

aspects

airline
first

dates,
and

carried .

too.

nam, which also
Davies'

of the United
’Airlines

1919*

on
and

photographs
illustrate
detail

of
operations

Zeppelins,
flights,
number of flights
number of passengers
D Pbotographhs
Published by Put
did

'Air 1ines

of

includievery
you ever

wanted to know about the ship
the places where is was built
and the mooring mast construct
ed especially for her at st
Hubert, Montreal, Quebec. Some
(B&W) photographs of collecti
bles too.

ofngconstruction
service

entry regularly scheduled
Sirflown

TT

force

Guarantee

Imperial
scheme, 12 FEB 1930.

nf quote, at the start
the final chapter, 'The End

of British Airships,’
British Prime
MacDonald,
"Airships,
neither
achieved

ney, moving
Airship

the

theWar 1

Bodensee in

but later

the

and
R.E.G. T

books
States

to

thesince 1914»

Latin America Since
IS definitely
standard.

One caution:
only if

of
Other British

discussed briefly
shot of the R34 and
the RlOl).

airships
(one

several

is from

Minister Ramsay

spoken on 14 MAY 31:

up to date, have
proved a failure nor

an assured success.

are

nice
of the

course the

made many
and all

and

high
of the same

of I

don’t buy
you want

this
know

book
to

ff
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BACK TO THE PRESENT

Back with today's stickers,
BILs and labels, Lee Bachar of
Chicago sent in new labels from
Gronlandsfly
{il9). The printing
with red center. There are
sizes, 57

DEUTSCHE ZEPPELIN-REEDEREI

Greenland

is blue,
two

mm and 97 nun in

diameter. Lee also sent in Busy
Bee of Norway (#20),

(#21)

Orion of Great

(i22 ) . The latter

Boeing 737-300SQ. The Cargolux
label

of

I
vf

Cargolux
Luxembourg

Britain

of Luxemburg
and

shows a

is unique
comes in the form of a postcard

forms

because it

The new Fokker
of which the oval

the center part (#21a).
McCollam

label

Prom Pat we

received

labels
West

Pacific

Airlines (#25) and States
Airlines (#26). There must be
m^ny such small airlines all
over the U.S.A. and Canada

which use BILs. The best way we
get to know about them is when
members like Lee and Pat send
them in to
Pat

interesting

BILs from Royal
Golden

Airlines (#24), Mesa
West

some

- new

Airlines (#23),
make

your flight
Bee-you-tiful!

us for recording,
also sent in some new

Southwest Airlines stickers

#27), celebrating St. Patrick's
Day - "Kiss

are

shamrocks,green

I'm Irish", etc. There
. Pat also said L.A.

out

me, :

three kinds,

helicopt
of business
destination stickers
(#28). He
bur.

er Airlines may be
soon. One of their

is shown

also sent in LAX,

LGB, JBP and JID.
Philippine Airlines has

f^ew logo or color scheme
rising sun on the tail of
aircraft.

FAHRPLAN
d Fallu n r p r e t s e

fi'ir -Icn 0 li I-: US !●: 1-M) I !■; NST cicr

DEUTSCHEN ZEPPELIN-REEDEREI
th

AutgaEt Fcbi 19.

EXPEDITED

LA HELICDPTER

r I’m Irish!Member Oleorge
Airlines, America's
print. With

ueariey's new TBook, ^'American
Leading Airli- -ine", is now

photographs and a

anyone lnteres?arl^''! eaitlon, thin
Two other books are due to

Member Ron Davi
the National Ai

in
more than 700

expanded text from the
must for

much

is a #27

FULnes . ]

fall. appear this orsummer

®s, curator
^ & Space Mus of air transport at

Washington, Raya! WestAirlines#23
lOBURBANK, CA^ J #28eum,

on Pan Ameri
will have D.C.,a new book
will show whichcan Airways,i_ , of PanAm
in color, with
their

1

s aircraft,
full d0scrinf1

The“uth:r“'

#25past and present.
ofons and history #24

new book is
It will

myPanamericana. own. titled Nostalgia
feature airlinesflying 60 #26of mostlyboats,

associates and
color.

pages
mostly

^ontemporari
showing the beaut
and 1930s

Pan American
0.9

Airways,

STATESes. All inpages will be
iful Name1920s art work theused in BAGGAGE 1.0, AIRUNEs’

brochures, timetables an^K others
Copies might be readv k *^^^^'3gage labels.
Anyone interested ^Y„^>^,?o"v®ntion
aviation will want tK? boats
coffee table. More
Log- details in the next Captain's

theirin
Address Name

Address
jets 1 ■No NAME

July-time in
ADDRESS

commercial CHyor ZIPSUMCity
hls CITYon STATE

Phone Zip
PHONE PhorteZIP

Cod* Numbap
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NAME

SkyWest wm

of Airline Schedules

ADORE S$

CJTY-STATE

©
TiumoKC

#29

Skywest Arlines (#29) is the
Connection

airline. Delta, which has taken

over Western Airlines, also has
ASA, Business Express and
Comalr as Delta Connections.

Skywest will co-ordinate its
schedules with Delta for the

of passengers

flying from Los

Salt Lake city.
Air Atlanta

bankruptcy, has
flights and has

personnel. Although they hope
to resume some flights,
situation doesn't look
ing. The

Angeles and label (#30)

hard to get from
(Eds

will probably be
now on.

Deltanewest *\x

has filed

cancelled

laid off all

for

all

I

note: I have added a

Polish Airlines LOT label (#31)
which they sent
when I asked them

their

Copyright, 1987
George Walker Cearley, Jr.

.7073

me last year
details

L-14

on white

outline and

for

Lockheed

Printed

bird

the

promis-
Edition

on

operations.
with

convenience
"Special THE SCHEDULE ARTICLE THIS ISSUE INCLUDES A VARIETY OF MATERIAL INCLUDING AIRSHIP SERVICE IN Thp

1930'S, A LOOK AT THE SUPER DC-8 ON ITS 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVICE, AND THE MERGER OF DETTA ayo
LINES AND WESTERN AIR LINES.

ft

black

tail feathers,
and red national

red fly', white
flag theon

tail and blue logo and tail
emblem.

Another entry by
new Canadian Pacific Air

^ Sc>edcil
Edition

Compliments

(#33)me :
W6cnanMI<h«r DeuIK^.r Luftpoiidi.ntr

4it .Trips to Aorth ami South ,4im;rira
Lines

£uro]>a—$udanierikaBIL, picked up at Toronto on 13
APR of this 3'/} Toge Berlin — Boenoj-Airei (KOOO km;

/ Chile

/ Peru / Eeuodor / Paraguoy

Bei na^itehenden

Keppelin-Fahrten
ouch FlwggeU* und FroihIbaMrderungi

6. 4., 20. 4., 4. i. 11 5., 1. 6., 15. 6., 29. 6.,
weilere Luffichiflreiten werden nod^ bekonnlgegebeu

Verl«ncenh1leoB«eFeDSonderprospel(t
AwlkwnfU ●rtellen #6nlKch«

P«ir«nifolt«n lovU ell* DI*Ailit«ll«A d*r D*wlich*n UffheniO

year. Since CPAL
has now been dfotilien / Unjgwoy / Argenfmi

Boliviof renamed Canadian with the Airtthlp«4 of the Uenteclie Zeppelin ● ReedereiAirlines International/CAI,
these Royal blue, red and white^ AIRATLANTA,

Soulh .^wgrica Serrice:

Deporlure every jecotid Tuesdoy in (he evening from FranHorl or Friedridishofen.

#30 JVgrlh .jmgrifa Serrire:

Periodical [oumeyt similar to the South America Service.

^ LEFT; ADVERTISEMENT FROM APRIL 1, 1935, LUFTHANSA TIMETABLE FOR ZEPPELIN SERVICE BETWEEN
AND SOUTH AMERICA - THREE AND A HALF DAYS FOR THE 14,000 KILOMETER FLIGHT FROM BERLIN
ON RIGHT: ADVERTISEMENT FROM APRIL 4, 1937, LUFTHANSA SCHEDULE FOR AIRSHIP SERVICE
2EPPELIN-REEDEREI BETWEEN GERMANY - NORTH AMERICA AND GERMANY - SOUTH AMERICA.
GERMANY WERE MADE FROM FRANKFURT AND FRIEDRICHSHAFEN.

EUROPE

TO BUENOS AIRES.
BY THE DEUTSCHE

DEPARTURES FROM
STICKER COLORS S MEASUREMENTS #23. 5 11/16 X 1 1/4

(144x32 mm); violet fS saunjiv
— s3uu3M?VS3u8rj agpyuBipeu^

in.

white;
bottom third of logo Is pink

#24. 23/4x1 1/4 in.
57 mm); blue on yellow.

#25. 31/2x2 1/2 in.
63 mm); green on white.

#26. 23/4x1 3/4 in.
mm);

STATES'

on

119. Diam. 2 3/16 .in. (55
mm); white background; dark
blue print; red center.

#20. 3 7/8 x 1 9/16

(97x40 mm); white bakground;
text yellow with black outline;
oumble bee yellow and black
stripes on body, white face and
wings.

(70 X NEW YORKCHICAGO

● AMERICAN . PAN AMERICAN . DEUTSCHE ZEPPRIN REEDEREI
SOUTH AMERICA. EUROPE—Amr»r

Ifrfn Ik ®‘’ connecting airline to Brownsville Texas'and Han American Ihrouqh Mexico Penir..! .,.,.4 c:^..ik a_ "‘'r. lexas.

from^Rio to^KnWort A.t. ^.’et'e"
Aln^a Indfa and Au^^alS Euro'pe. Asia!

LOS ANGELESWORLD-WIDE
SERVICE * SOUTH AFRICA

FRANKFURTLAKEHURST
AUSTRAUAINDIA

(89 X
From to. Angele., Chicago or any poinl on the ayslem ^ Amadcm Air tin.., Inc.,
on Irequsnl regular schedule, ot New York (Conaull Timolable).
From New York toLakahursl by Ihe exclusive eorviced Acneriew AlrlJnee, Inc.,
oonnecling with daparluies and arrivals (4 the airship Hlndenburg.
From Lakehursl lo Franklurl via Airship Hindenburg.
From Franklurl lo European polnls via Deutsche Luft-Hansa.
Frism Europe lo:
South Afriee;
IndU:

in.

(70 X

background;
WEST'

45 Name/Nom
white

light

gray; rest of text black.
127. 2 X 1 3/4 in.

mm); white on

●28. 2 X 2 in.

black on beige.
#29. 10 3/8 X 1 1/4 in.

X 31 mm); red on yellow.
#30. 21/4x2 1/4 in (57

o7 mm); colors?
#31.

(165 mm);
(127

black outline of
feathers; red '
bar of white-
tail;
titles.

#32.

I

blue; I

ftddiesj/trt/eite
Capo Town and inlermedialo poinlt via Imperial Airways.
Caleulta, Singapore and inlermediale poinli via Imperial
Airways, K,Lf4, and Air France.

Inde-Chlna- Hanoi and Inlermediate poinie via Air France.
Dutch EmI Indue- Balavia and interroedielo poiWi via K.LM.--k.N.l.L.M.

(50 X 44diam. 4 in. (100 mm); top &
bottom parts yellow background;
center part white; bumble bee
as above; text in top & bottom
black; yellow 'Bee', white
Liners', both In black

outline.

green. Couniry/Payi

(50 X 50 mm); Phonen#feohon#

Td3AC-86 ^

(264
I

AT LEFT AND RIGHT: ADS FROM JULY 15 AND NOVEMBER 15, 1936, AMERICAN ATPrTMPc
AMERI^N-pROVi^ CONNECTING SERVICE WITH THE AIRSHIP HINDENBURG, D-LZ129 nnpTNr ’
PLIGHT CONNECTION AT LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY. A CONNECTION VIA AMERICAN AIRLINE^: Awn ^
AIRWAYS WITH THE DEUTSCHE ZEPPELIN-REEDEREI WAS MADE THAT YEAR WITH THE GRAF 2EPPPT TM^nm
AT RIO DE JANEIRO FOR SERVICE ACROSS THE ATLANTIC TO EUROPE. *ii:.HPELIN OR

RESPECTIVELY
- DC-3

AMERICAN

HINDENBURG

X

#21. 5 7/8 X 4 in. (149x112
mm); white background; black
text; red trail behind

black behind 'MBU',
behind 'ORG', white between red
& dark blue trails, all
light blue rectangle.

«21a.

greatest width 6 1/2 i
■ greatest depth 5

nmi); white

in

inI

LUXE',
dark blue background;

bird & tail
fly’ and bottom

red Polish flag
'LOT', tail

WORLD-WIDE AIR SERVICE
WORLD-WIDE AIR SERVICE
American Airlines, Inc . Airship Hindenb
Eurup* . An,-r-.,r, Airline, lr7, ‘to LiklL^st”^’| .

T ""ximibiirr, |.„ Fr.i ,k|,,

i‘^5 to iyII Eumfy*
Fr.inkhirl, vi.i rv,,is,.l|„
w.iys .in-1 nivcMipil I
Transv.i,i|.

on

sauuauaysauSf]

on
blue ● Again Ihl, y^r Anariean AitUoas, w«li lls asduiivs coan.c«sg sennea wilh lh»

Alr.hip Hindanburg will provid. all-air aarvlue hum all pomla io Iba Umlod Slal«.
to all point, tn Europe. The iii.l eaalbound Digbl of Ihe Hindeoburg leaves Lakeburat
May 6lh. Thareaftar, al scheduled laler.els Ihrougb November 2nd, 18 round trips

de. See details cl Ibis and olh.r world-wide air servicas oo Page 8.
AA*r>ca& Aitliae* («nd*r* anelbvr

45/8x3 in. (118x75 . saujqiJV
DIJlD^ireipBU^

JjgnesAeriennes„ sr^
Lanadienfecifique

& urg
nun) .

3 1/2 X 4 7/8
blue

●22. Diam. 4 in. (100
background &

orange

(87 X I M,98mm);
vertical

mm); Canadian Fbcific
AlrUnes

will be

VACATION AIR TOURS .. . Every tumoier

loporlanl aerviee ot vacaUon Iravelets. Vacation tound-lrip air louts which halp
. . . briQQ dij(*ol ndtiopal park*,

●y.

royal

background; text
white 4 white
logo white

rnnno'-fino I illnrrl
maroon

tail;

orange & yellow

white aircraft; black
name &

white bottom text.

& white A f Pice Ffrv

loat With rnjt-‘rMl AkP
* l-r Eqy„l. Ihe s-vl.in. E,,.., AlriL „m| .s';;i:oyal blue

royal

*«ry

you to aeo cnucb mof* aod 90

pUyQroufid*, jMort*. *c«tuc
Make (bj# aumoiar’v vacahoo

^*ve^ agaot or your ABocican Airll

logos; maroon,
cheatlines on

outlines

aircraft;

on Bucb lartbar io Um h

●pott. vacation cibM. witbm a low bouri ot your hao*.
ary^ Your
lb dalaila

on The Orient hnp#>rirtl Aj
blue;

* orange
o*^ange bars

side

n..;.-li E,r.r livi’" .uH'Al'i^uruir’Am
Srr,„(., S..»Iemen,i ,.ivl ihc

. , bars
triangle; two wide
across

titles .

lon9 Id your a

will gJadJy I
● lhat wiH ii

' raproaontaU

on fiither

AMERICAN AIRLINES WAS TO PROVIDE CONNECTING SERVICE WITH THE AIRSHIP HINDENBURG ArsTM tm
THE DATE SERVICE WAS TO BEGIN WAS THE INAUGURAL EASTBOUND ARRtJm L '

THIS WAS ALSO THE DAY THE HINDENBURG EXPLODED ON LaSJ^SJ
THIS DISASTER ENDED THE AIRSHIP SERVICE ACROSS THE NORTH ATLANTIC AND, OF COURSE ^^^HURST.
PLIGHTS. ' ' ^^"ICAN'S

BEGINNINGMAY 6 THAT YEAR.
THE HINDENBURG THAT YEAR. OF

CONNECTING
26



Effective April 30,1967 COMPLETE SCHEDULES

BETWEEN THE MAINLAND AND HAWAII
DELTA AIR LINES SOUTH and WESTBOUND SERVICE

New York-Philadelphia-Washlngton>Atlanta-The Caribbean-Loulsiana -Texas-California
22.2J,t4,2STABU I (Contiintd en a)

(LOCAL CONNEaiNO SCHEDULIS IN COMPLETE SCHEDULE TABLB)

Effoctive July 9, 1967
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Delta’s Super DC-8s,

world’s largest Jetliners

first in

transcontinental service!
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1967, TIMETABLE SHOWING AN EXAMPLE OF THE

CARRIER'S INITIAL DC-8-61 SERVICE -

FLT 121, NEW YORK-ATLANTA-NEW ORLEANS-
DALLAS-LOS ANGELES.

OPERATE THE SUPER DC-8-61 IN SCHEDULED
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EAST-BOUND SCHEDLn,ES BETWEEN THE U.S. MAINLAND AND THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
SUPER DC-8 (DC-8-61) SERVICE BETWEEN THE WEST COAST AND HONOLULU.

INITIALLY UTILIZED ITS STRETCH DC-8'S, RATHER THAN IN TR7LNSCONT1NENTAL

fijlJ! Ill mritii II fa,ra 0,1mm Oaiin: ti i/i ouin.LAi aiiiImN«li
UNITED AIR. LINES WEST AND

AS OF JULY 9, 1967, SHOWING
WAS IN THESE MARKETS THAT UAL
SERVICE.

IT«●!●

Paja 22
IHIlK lllMU l:M IH.

THIS SPRING MARKS THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVICE WITH
TO DC-8-71 STANDARDS.

ON APRIL 10, 1967, DELTA AIR LINES TOOK DELIVERY OF
OVER ONE WEEK LATER THIS AIRCRAFT WAS PLACED I"
FLIGHTS WERE OPERATED (ALL SERVICES ILLUSTRATED)"
ATLANTA-NEW ORLEANS-DALLAS LOVE FIELD-LOS ANGELES
(3) FLT 11, JACKSONVILLE-ATLANTA? AND (4) flT 16 '
THESE FLIGHTS WERE OPERATED WITH THE ONE DC-8-61'
ON APRIL 10, 1987, TWENTY YEARS AFTER ITS
THE FOLLOWING TRIPS: (1) FLT 827, DAYTOf'
(3) FLT 535, DAYTON-ATLANTA-NEW ORLEANS;

THE DC-8-61, MANY OF WHICH WERE LATER UPGRADED

ITS FIRST DC-8-61, N822E,
IN SERVICE. ■

SHIP 861, A LTTTtp
AS OF APRIL 30, 1967, THE FOLLOWINr nr R_i;i

7 pJ'I (KENNEDY INT'L AT IDLEWILDl-

ALL

NB22E (SHIP 861 ), NOW A DC-a-71, OPERATED
NEW ORTPBMc ,“^^^S-ATLANTA-DAYTON;
NEW ORLEANS-DALLAS/PT. WORTH-LAS VEGAS.

RPinu TPPT KTon rPNTER- WESTERN AIR LINES "VERY IMPORT^! BIRD" ("VIB" OR "WALLY BIRD") AND SLOGAN
S|LpW 1960'S - "THE ONLY WAY TO FLY". DELTA AIR LINES HAS PLACED A STICKER ON

(MDBO'S), N905DL. SHIP 905. THE STICKER, WHICH WILL BE A PERMANENT PART

np tuL coLr SCHEME, SHOWS WALLY BIRD AND CARRIES THE SLOGAN, "THE ONLY WA~ TO FLY",	
S A JIib5?I^ WEsS AIR LINES, ITS COLORFUL AND PROUD HISTORY, AND ITS MANY FINE EMPLOYEES.

(2) FLT 298 FT

This is a new generation of giartl Jets firstrirthA- i

But being first is nothing new with Delta. We were l7io service.
Our normal complement of passengers standing beside a new Mv’ ^80 and the DC-9,

ough .dea of the size of this world’s largest Jetliner But 00^.1 ^^-8 gives yo
tounst seating to 195 in a cabin built to accommodate over 2 0 nf and
one of spacious comfort and luxury in a series of c^u a Inside, your impression is
materials and rich textures. And six stewardesses add a new dTme'’"’"'^ ^<="°^ated with coloJful

These new Super DC-8s will operate easily from presents aT hospitality
to reduce air traffic by accommodating up to twice as r^Z and will tend
two. We believe you’ll be thrilled to fiy m the world’s larLTjT''i''^frvicecooit-io-<oasiviamaior';^.„i. ■■ ^ ^'argest Jetliner. Lv

u a

WESTERN

.C
new

Naturally..-

the 0-N-l^y
way to fly!

LOCATION OF WALLY BIRD
SHIP 905.

N.

Mnr tl.mg,ha,
<■>„ happtnr.l lo air irat cl
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aVI RIL IINIE IDII NN ICICWaVICIE by 1UCHARV W. iUCKJN

In addition to

about and
issue features cups
ers. Hope you enjoy it.

Generally my budget

our writing
collecting

railroad china, we also have a
sizable collection of airline

and sauc-I am very pleased to add my
name to those of the other fine

team members of the CAPTAIN'S

log staff. Writing about
transportation china is not new
to ore. Pour years ago my wife
and I published our first book
on the subject, called 'DINING

RAILS', a 320-page
encyclopedia dealing with
z^ailroad dining car china.

A FOLDER FROM EARLY 1926

PROMOTING WESTERN AIR EXPRESS

AIR MAIL SERVICE WHICH BEGAN

APRIL 17TH THAT YEAR ON A

ROUTE FROM LOS ANGELES TO LAS

VEGAS AND SALT LAKE CITY.

PILOT MAURY GRAHAM DEPARTED

VAIL FIELD, LOS ANGELES,
HEADING NORTH WITH 256 POUNDS

OF MAIL CARRIED IN A DOUGLAS

H-2 MAILPLANE.

SAME TIME, PILOT JIMMIE JAMES
STARTED HIS SOUTHBOUND JOURNEY

FROM SALT LAKE CITY.

FLIGHT WAS COMPLETED IN EIGHT

HOURS, AND THESE MARKED THE

BEGINNING OF WESTERN'S COLORFUL
HISTORY.

MERGER WITH DELTA, WESTERN WAS
THE OLDEST SURVIVING AIRLINE IN
THE U.S. UNDER THE SAME BASIC
name, I.E., WESTERN AIR
EXPRESS AND WESTERN AIR LINES.

of

doesn't

allow me to sit in front of the
curtain in first class,
own

china and glassware.

It is my objective to show,
in each issue of the LOG, new
patterns, some old ones, and in
some cases to feature a theme

dealing with a certain type of
ware. My first 'theme' in this

so my
dinnerware is often

plastic. However, let's take a
look at what a first

ticket buys. It
just a wider

legroom.

i class

is more than

seat and more

ON

AT ABOUT THE

Ffy Your 'Maill EACH

'4

CONSTANT! DIRECT! DAILY! AT THE TIME OF ITS

Los Angeles to New York in 30 Hours!
BEGINNING IN APRIL. 1926

Transcontinental Air Mail Service for Soutkern California!
■i \\ ’

. (JUST THINK!—42 h, rf ovtd beiwetn Loj Angfles snd Chicigo. Proportionale time wving (o and fi
all eastern points, whether on air mail routes or not.

Y

LOS ANGELES and Southern California have not been given direct air mail service because the uotern
terminus of the transcontinentai air mail route has been located at San Francisco.

A
LOS ANGELES will become the South Pacific terminus of this system through inauguration by the WEST

ERN AIR EXPRESS. INC., a daily air mail service connecting with the government grated trunk lint
Salt Lake City.

i
at

THIS NEW UNE will serve all Southern Califomii with "AIR MAIL” to and from
United States.

YOU. MR. BUSINESS MAN, can push your business ahead hours a day. and days a week, by availing }-our-
«e]( of this direct transcontinental air mail service.

UNDOUBTEDLY you place a definite value upon your personal time and thit of your business; therefmr.
j can nsily compute the value of thii new aervice to you.

YOU SHOULD use the official "AIR MAIL” envelope with red, white and blue stripes similar to the drsicn
the outside of this folder and the official "AIR MAIL" stamp—hut, if these are not available mark vour

letter plainly "AIR MAIL" and affia the proper postage. ' ’

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION. TELEPHONE OR WRITE

every point in eastem

X

1 :
# 1y*

non either side

bands.

text and

flanked

sand-colored

Imperial'
gold.

2. McClain Airlines chose
stately pattern.

byi

I

Regal
logo are

cobalt blue with

pinstripes. Top marked logo
also gold. The china is made by
REGO of Japan and is back-
stamped "McClain Airlines"
well.

twoNorthwest Orient uses a very
attractive china for Internati
onal First Class service,

by Royal Dalton of England
China

center

gold

Is

Madei

the

WESTERN AIR EXPRESS, Inc. this

The band is
with a

burgundy/
is decorated

band of

as

Suitt 101 W. M. GirliDd Bldg.,
9rb sod Spring Strctii,

Lot ,\ngcle<. Cilil.
VAndike

Mrarlops,

WH.UAU M. flAKTUVD

BVROK U CRAVR8

firXttiGK W H01.T.ST

HARRTB U. nASfilTVB
COi^ Kt.BRRT J. MAU.
n R, KOI.I/

If AJOft CORI.IB8 C. MOSRLEt

M.n.pr-
“ I'ANsmjR
»Dd Cti-I

'●OBI.IBB C. b/o«RtiT

nn-t at Tflnrmpl Kmt »/ Mmii, p, ,„cb «^«00 e4r*.irMT,

JAVKH n «oou.prr,
Tmfle Mint,.,

%

WESTERNDeltaAndWestern.
IfeMoreThanA

Merger. IfeAn
AU-StarTeanL

IIft-

#3used

this
KAL {Korean Air Lines)

Just a
Older

kobalt-bl
Manufacturer is Milyang

Korea,

j* A repetitive logo
featured on Flnnair’s ●
Jhe design Is light blue with
Jacket blue letters F mixed ●

Thomas china is

by Topio Wirkkola. Pieces ate
backstamped "Finnair".

With this issue the CAPTAIN'S LOG has a new airline #4
editor. Adding Richard W. Luckin to the Log team means losing Keith

Keith has been out our dining service editor since the Fall i98i
of the LOG and has published 15 colums in the 22 issues since then
great job on everyone. For that we sincerely thank him because '
airline dinnerware is a popular topic for many WAHS members

In the past two years, Keith has found it difficult
necessary to do the subject justice and produce the

In fact,
previous nine

service
Armes.

issue

doing a
know

onchinaplain
pattern

airlines
awith

The
logo.ue

China we

to find the
high-quality

been

time

material
able

● ● Ear fewer

the readers have come to expect from him.

present us
than he and our readers would like to

is he has
with only three colums in the to

Issues .
see.

I am certain that all our readers join Mr.
Keith for a Job well done and for the

preparing'his material, all at his
luck

Luckin and I
hours

In thank i

spent

good

future

ngcountless

own expense. Thank you Keith
,,, , Please be assured '

contributions will always be welcomed by all of

he has

andwith your future endeavors.
that

us .

31
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IT

S sI rii by RJCHARV KORAN<

LEFT: Outstanding Zeppelin mem
orabilia from Cabezas Collect

ion: hat of the Hindenburg's
Zeppe-

(DZR) automobile
standard - see main text. Small

pin at bottom left is DZR lapel
badge for wear by staff. Souve
nir keyholder (to right of bad
ge) pictures Graf Zeppelin in
flight. Keyholders were sold
board.

J'

f

machinist, and Deutsche
lin Reederei]

on

#5

kK

P7design is
KLM's First

5. A tulip

appropriate for
Class china. Flower design and
‘letters KLM are an orange/

'yellow. The saucer is marked
"KLM" on the back while the cup

|is not. Made by Hutschen-
'dreuther of Germany.

and conversation. Emerson
he will "never

experience 1"

My afternoon in Wyandotte
included stories about airships
in the Detroit area as well
Akron. 1 told him about
postcard showing the
mast for dirigibles
Airport, Dearborn,
(Vol. XI, No. 3,
Mehlhose told me that Ford had
the mast built for $1 millioni

That was lots of money in those
days.

said

forget the
\

as

.IJ,

;_l. . , .f] Ml;
»CHA' I »

io:ie

my

mooring

at Ford

11
We'll /the6. save

most-beautiful design for last.
Malaysian Airline System
certainly spared no expense for
their First Class china. Made

by Noritake of Japan, this bone
white china features delicate
multi-shaded flowers. Pin

stripes and airline logo are in
igold. The saucer also sports a
logo. The pieces are
backstamped.

Michigan
p.lO) and

internationalandheroIn the fall ofI

celebrity.year-old lighter-than-air
itoro Wyandotte, Michigan, named
Emerson Mehlhose, went to the
level

Akron,
Impressive

A in those days
to as

Akron

sometimes referred
"Friedrichshafen

small

was

the

of America",
German town

the plate
<3o not

Some of Emerson's

collection

here with

including
at Grosse

showing the

airship, a metal-clad,
under contract to the

Development Corporation
Detroit, Michigan. An all-metal
hangar, 120 feet high, 120 feet
wide and 180 ft long (36.6 x
36.6 X 55.08 m) was also
erected on Grosse lie by the
ADC, at a cost of $100,000. The
first flight of ZMC-2 took
place at the naval facility
downriver (as they say here)
19 AUG 29.

personal

are

his

the

He

In photo I tract of ground
Ohio, dominated by

^ arches

Goodyear-Zeppelin Dock, to view
the arrival of the Graf
Zeppelin - and to be a member

the ground crew that windy
October day.

"The wind was too high
Mehlhose

near

the

the

photograph
reproduced

permission

pictures taken
naval base

7. theNo, I after

where the Zeppelins were built.
manymy,. . collect

This is just a
picture I picked upairline fchina. o

around ofand keptagoblack & member !white rereason I no longer Emerson Mehlrose is a fellow

Quiet Birdman (QB) in the
Detroit Hangar and I have known
him for more than five years.

Just recently that I

found out about his early
Zeppelin experiences in Akron.
When I went to the, Mehlhose
home in Wyandotte, I was shown
the Bendix Trophy for Distance,
presented to Emerson in 1936 by
the Soaring Society of America.
His flight of 77 miles (124 km)

that year was the longest on
during the Seventh
Soaring Contest. A

Hall of

not

ZMC-2

built

Aircraft
I

I I am also including
(pieces of Zeppelin china,
lline with the main feature
this issue.

some

in It was offor

said.
in

Jhe arrival.
Dr. Eckener (Dr. Hugo Ecke-
captain of the Graf -JG)

Hew around the local area 'til
5.be wind settled down enough so

could

n

7. Made in 1928, the elegant
pattern design on this Zeppelin

certainly conveys
of travel

plate
luxury

airships of that time. Letters
„ buftschiffba
Zeppelin. According to back-
stamp, this plate was used
the "Graf Zeppelin". Picture 7.,
shows this backstamp. it read!
'HSC / SELB BAVARIA / HEINRICH
& Co / heinrich-elpenbein-por

"GRAF ZEPPELIN"

the
the huge silver airship

brought in without
-culty."

Mehlhose said he was
®xcited

on the
be any

<3iffiLZ stand
u inquite on

record
National
member of the Soaring

in Elmyra, New York,

theinabout being

s*^ound crew helping handle
the

^®Ing thehis

on and

His
As a historical

He
comment, the

hangarZeppelin,
result

interest

Graf

re was the

Grosse

dismantled in
Fame

sailplanes and lighter-than-alr
were in his blood - and still
are, as I could see in his eyes
during our afternoon together,

mere coincidence

of was

after 33
and

1960,
service.

in
, consumate —

?}i*^ers, the flying of which he
a lot in the Akron area In

hose days. it was while in
'^'on that Emerson met one of

German

ofyears

transported

Michigan, where it is
central

ZELLAN / was

Trenton,
now the

/ 1928 to

8. Another pattern for .
China, thla la deccrater
blue and gold. i have be
this is a Hindenburg
Picture 8a shows the

portion

Trentwood Lanes bowling
The ZMC-2

It was no
which put Emerson
the control cab of the the Graf

that day with Dr.

ofn theMehlhose in
in th alley.engineers,

had
of

Wolfga
been
'^otk

had®n told
pattern,

backstamp.

flown

and

morewho thanng Klemperer,
brought from
at Goodyear-Zeppelln-

The Germans have always
,f®n Interest in gliders,

Zeppelins,
Klemperer

quite

2,500

salvaged in 1941 with
instruments

Zeppelin
Eckener1

"He was

and leather
said, "and he
would like to see

the tour began,
shoes off so as not to

the

hoursto was

engines,
appurtenances
Lighter-than-

Lakehurst,

Germany

there, with his cap
coat," Mehlhose
asked me if I

my ship'I
"we had to

and

the
Other Zeppeli

Hopefully
photos of these to

That's all

Kuwait Airways
American Airlines
Iran Air pattern

had(n patterns
I'll

share

now,

assigned to
Air School

Jersey.

made . were

have
Soon.

Next

early

as
at

Well
●^ehlh-

®^«Hng
'iJPeHences.Who

and it .

leinperer who would introduce
to Dr. Eckener, the German

and

had

often,

glider
Klemperer

ground
Zeppelin

also

NewII
as the

and

together
their

It was

9ot Emerson on

for the Graf

I

for ose Whentime:
Withan great

collector and
and

take our timing, fellow
museum collect

curator Hector Cabe
Frankfurt, West

a large black
photograph of the hat

former

a spark, since
used hydrogen.
After

piece,
more.

Graf
cause

Zeppelin
went

Mehlhose and- Klemperer
members

an

ELFENBElN-PORZEUi^’’’
and / n he or

zas of

sent

white

thethe visit,
joined

at a

hangout for beer

on.
(Ed's note:
9 of a

cup to Mr.

Pattern is identi

Germany,
and

I have added
- Zeppeli
Luckin's

me
photo
mocha

""1 to thai

TT
Graf

wasII

the Graf's crew
local-Akron

n

worn

Hindenburg
bythe

on 33
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machinist, a Herr Zassler,
was living in the area until he
passed away just last
the age of 90. The
shows

Reederei

who also to the Airli
colum in this

CAPTAIN'S LOG. Of
could also

ne Dinnerware

issue of the

course you
the

see the

Hector's

nothing
hangars

happened to them? The following
quote from "The Giant Airships
te1Is the tale .

But

like

were huge 1 But what

these. Those

year at

photo also

Zeppelin
automobile

standard along with a DZR lapel
badge and Zeppelin
keyholder. Last year I was able

both of these

display
Steigen-

away

i

rgo and visit

Steigenberger Hotel and
real

the Deutsche

(DZR)

n

'I »

thing in 4f1
the rigid

the

large
airships were absent
skies during the whole of World
War II.

displays.

Other collectibles illustra
ted in the Time-Life
elude an

tf
souvenir n

from

book

enameled gold cigaret-
Zeppelin-shaped
Count's

in-

iROUiND

to photograph
items as they were on
in the lobby of the
berger Hotel just minutes

from the FRA airport.
The all-black hat

Indeed, in early 1940,
Luftwaffe chief Hermann Goering
ordered the destruction of the

only two existing Zeppelins on
the ground that their metal was
needed for the construction of
military aircraft,
the old

te case,

purse with the

Ferdinand

trait.

a

(Count

Wf >33t wK ?Zeppelin)von
por-

harmonicaa decorated
case, a wooden Count
lin nutcracker
trimmed brush
Zeppelin

Zeppelin pin.
A third Zeppelin

from the ceiling
Steigenberger Hotel
to the display
model of the

worn by
a bullion

be gold)
oval enamel

the white letters
Luftschiffbau

My color slide of
would not

von Zeppe-
an ivory-
Count von

pin

Herr Zassler bears

wreath (that used to

with a light-blue
badge with
"LZ"

thatPleasand

with
Graf

were

beZeppelin
ingnored.

ship was pulled to bits and its
parts sent to

to make a German
The

preserved Thephoto plus

' T A_
f or

the Netherlands

radar tower.
item hangs

in the

lobby, next
It is a

Hindenburg which
I the lobby

Lufthansa

Zeppelin,
this hat It

two

Frankfurt
the

hindered

reproduce
well and Hector's photo arrived
in the nick of

great
were

explanation that

, the takeoffs
Luftwaffe bombers.

hangars at

blown with

they
upcase.

time for this
issue of the CAPTAIN'S LOG.

Additional hats can be

being worn by Zeppelin captains
of "The Giant

in the Time-Life Epic
of Flight series of books,
shots of the

dedicated captains"
Lehmann, Hans von

Hans Fleming,
and Max Pruss .

Cloth armband worn by Graf Zeppelin
Akron,

Goodyear-Zeppelin facilities in 1933,
the LZ-127 arrived for a visit,
by Emerson Mehlhose

ground crew helping
airship. The Graf circled the airport
until the winds settled down, then came
for the ' landing'.
lifetime,

'30 was the second airship with the name
was

LZ ground

Ohio

when

It was worn

was on the

giant
area

used to hang in
the airport near the
counters.

of
members at theof intended

Hindenburg
the Deutsche

completed.

crew«raf

si;.

aas
Zeppelin

irship
transcontinental services by
2ept>elin Reederei. Although
nevnr entered commercial service because
the Hindenburg disaster. Instead,

and

andseen tt

in
theto

It was damagedon page 151

Airships
^ . a year

ago when a terrorist bomb
off

To close on a humorous

- quote from

from

friend,
wrote

or so

went

Hindenburg
restored

note,
the

itII

when he

to moor the
I would like to
letter

in that The

been

were

recovered except one, the right
rear engine of the airship,
is a stunning model.

ofarea.

has
IThe received

military collector
Duncan Campbell,
that he and his
a flight

model

all

a
it flew

radar

along the
World

"brotherhood

show Ernst

Schiller,
Anton Wittemann

of
J.pieces

on y

intelligence gathering operations
British coast in the first
War

electronicHe infewame tt
It was a

Mehlrose said when I interviewed
him. The armband is just white
the letters applied in black

secured around the arm with a safety pin.

thrill of awife had taken
American Airlines

from Harrisburg to El Paso.
The other 'big thing

ground

It II

ofon year

Zeppelin-Metallwerke
and r-

cloth with
ink. It

2. This is a

photo, courtesy of John
used in a series of airships photos
calendar in 1981. It shows

II
These five wasmen, along

their charismatic lead
Eckener,

Zeppelin or the Hindenburg,
both. More

with

Hugo
Graf

MellbergThe Zeppelins
back some

the

washas been
work

sa id.

also brought for a

ship at
my part-time

with Don Dill
er,

commanded the
personal memories crewof

theTt

Frankfurt on. DuncanForarea. 10 ri
PhotoDon is 1938.Priedrichshafa retired USAP inor Lowenthalyears I flew in and out of Commandthe en

than Pilot Mehlhose,seasoned and whoFRA airport was provided to me by Emerson
along with a number of other Graf

ISwith enDoyingOperation hisreliable captains,
single-minded apostl
airship cause,
author.

Zeppelinthey were retirement flying
balloon. The Wind
air

Greek Party, hisAir hot-airan Nationalof thees

Guard refuelling operation
USAF Europe

calendar pictures.Carver ( HOT^ for
from 1966 to 1976.

ft

says the book's BALLOON RIDE, 1987 Gift
Douglas Botting. CertificateAs guardsmen ^ Available.

hot air Balloon
alternatedwe DILLONM

Together, they brought squadrons of KC-97s SERVICE).(BoeingGermany's I'mcommercial airship 377s nowto airline very familiarfolks)service to full stride in with the Oesterreichfahrtforthe
these operations,
guard units. Anyway,
the east end of

sequence forrotating nine launchingmid-1920s. 1931a
extending commemora-

safe, balloon. but Ijust haven'tregular yet tive of the Grafoffservicepassenger
three continents.

to ridden thethe chaseFrankfurt (with ZeppelinvanIf
voyage

two-way
land-and-d

,runways is the radio)town toThe the Vienna inDeutsche of overseeZeppelin Zeppelinheim,
which

the eflate technique. TheReederei small that year.town This(DZR) automobile chasehoused the

'Weltluftschiffenhafen
Rhein-Main.

vanstandard workers uses road collectibleis countryofstriking wasa
maps that

HlWPfy^
collectible show acquiredroadall red somewith every

except farm l
"The

black years ago in theand anes.white If

bars". The older.. ^ civilian
at R-M used to tell

criticalextending to the employees Frankfurtpart launchfour o f amcorners
occurs whenfrom the DZR insignia, a

with an
. the days
= two

airship hangar
were located where the
military ramp is,
military

the Main Theballoon area.globe IS

4gone by, erect and small silverairship in
and surmounted by a distinctive
eagle. The swastika

strainingthe forcenter
lift-off.giant

That's 'medal' is ofrs which thewhen a

ground crew plastic-like ma¬le placed surround the wickerpresent
basketjust We parked

stratocruisers
where the Germa

andbelow terial. mountedthe globe purposely hold itand our down until therepresents red-white-that part on aof the right pilot says castI

off r'.Zeppelin era . n airships red ribbon. It
oncedocked and M

Now that i
the first time -
literally jumps i
getting about 10
first

The small were hangared. shows the LZ 127oval enamel hat IS a surprise forWealso used tobadge piece with „ , walk
Zeppelinheim for brats

the

flightthe initials overinover to that ba1loon
LZ can best the Vienna sky-be full and beerseen in into theat air/ I11

Bratwurstcolor line. The colorson page 115 of the Giant Lady's theII feet inwagon, located

Eckener Platz,
Zeppelin

Airships the ribbonofbook. rightwhere it second.is near

^aibc* t K H I r»' » * -

Shown t ■' y ^ff

and to th Don are those of theBavarianon a hasporcelain severale small offered,
bo take me on one of his

^ ●
times,
blights.
time that
with hi

sugar *■1bowl museum national flag ofused aboard in thethe

moffice. post
Zeppelins. Austria.I ’ ve eachassured himZeppelinThe initials LZ photographs i

book
appear on

number of pieces used in
<iays, and I

1'm nota in the goanniversary
Frankfurt Pi

to Airlinesgoing
those AmericanAiof The ofm.the tship Hindenburg

Exclusive Connecting
Wbotina fipnrop Cearley

thoughtmere sticker.ughafen.
Imerefer you not only

various illustrations in the
Giant Airships book
right shades

standi Service

s 1981 America
fl f

1936-lQfic

Plughafen Frankfurt
ized50 Jahre ng Air-to in an overs

laundry
n

basket feet
I

Mrea n

(for
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Ing Of Birmingham Executive Airways, an
®xpaning British commuter
nternational services, flying
etstreams out of Birmingham Airport,
rmingham, England. A real catch for this
rmlngham, Michigan, collector, the wing

^^^^ished in gold with the center in gold
no yellow enamel and 'BEA' in blue enamel,
arked on the back with an 'M' over

or Manhatten-Windsor, the wing has a
back for wear.

iZTXtj.

American International Airli
suspended flight operations
result of financial
plague the airline
This beautiful

wing. AIA
in SEP 84 as a

difficulties

nes

with

BAe
which

days.
by both the

personnel - silver
pilots and gold for the

cabin attendants. The center logo uses red
and blue enamel, the two diagonal 'bars'
left being red and the rest
the stylized 'AIA'. There are
and the wing has clutch backs

industry
wing was used■IH

these

r - cockpit and cabin crew
finish for the

*a 'W

pin
at

blue. forming
hallmarks

uniform

no

for
wear.

s.USS Los Angeles (ZR 3) arriving at Ford
Dearborn, Michigan, on 15 OCT 26.
now Ford's

Airport,
The field

test track across from Greenfield
village. The airship mast in the picture was
of six iiasts in the U.S. at the time. The
Angeles was built by the Zeppelin
Friedrichshafen, Germany, as LZ-126,
flown across the Atlantic by Hugo Eck
for delivery to NAS Lakehurst.
Emerson Mehlhose';

official photograph^

A scrapbook page showing the ZMC-2
Detroit,

1S29. A downriver first
built

Aircraft

airship built
Michigan,

is

i n
the metal-clad airshin

under a contract awarded to thl
7MC 7 Development Corporation of Detroit

cost ofl3SS?000?"‘^?he'"GrosL“TL''\"""‘'"" "
5100,000 to build. The sMp^ fl St iTZl

Emerson Mehlhose's colleotion
and includes

one

Los

was
.1

company in
and was

ener himself

This photo is from
s personal collection and is

cost

took

with

from

a small r.- r airship material
a s^ii piece of Duralimin

r'-;i/

-/■an

■^Ll ' L
page is

Aeroflot,
classes of pilot wings. This one. Number 4,
*■ pilots. These

and crop

spraying oper
ations in

USSR. This is
by Aero-

has fourthe Soviet airline.r
skin

the airship.

f
of

Los Angeles Airways pilot
by WAHS member Pat McCollam
The 'United'

with the center
added at a

hallmarked

is wing sent

-j of Burbank, CA
pattern wing is overall silver

device 'LA' having been

to meby single-engine
fly the agricultural

worn

^®llows\S

the

STOUT AIR SERVICES, INC
Detroit

later

Leavens Mfg
However, they did not produce
to their

date. The wing

At teIboro.

According
for

it.

is
Clevelaud Pittsburgh run

flot, the nat
ional airlinel

wing

it.

source, the wing
and someone must have

was produced
United,

removed the United center and
one. The 'LA' is silver
added for background.

is acquired

added the
blue

The
Aero-typical

flot: gold fi
nished

light
center

airplane and a
shield

LA
with

enamel

wing.
blue

with

-T.A ftL
Thi« receipt i» to be re
tained br you as
minder of your 25-taije
aerial tour in the Fonl-
StoQC Al l-Sieta I pianc.
Keep bow tina agnation

white

below

gold '4'.
wing

hallmark

Is pin back.

Dace r«

with7

The

SSL61902 has a

and

a

1929 Stout
for

Air Services ticket
from Detroit's

and
2.000,000

®namel
^nd

a flight
city airport to
back. Given
Detroiter Bob
Beverly Hills,
ticket wa s a

11th birthday. According
ller, the roundtrip cost

and "was a great flight",
ticket is light blue and
printed in red and black ink
the

thefrombadge
a beautiful

blue

Cleveland

to me by former
Hiller, now of

Florida, this
present for

rn Bloc is

badge. It has
for the Atlantic
for E

the

ZMC-2

The U.S. Army's RS-1 airship
docked at the Ford mooring mast
at Dearborn, Michigan, in 1926.
About half the size of the
Los

ne

Ocean

from Norway
Mediter-

Green

and

The NSFC
n Skyway Freight

pilot wing was found in a group
wings offered to me. NSPC was
1945 by Robert Prescott
pilot in Chi -

flew early

1

all-metal

He,
Corporation

other
founded in

built

Detroit,
naval

delivered

dirg
near

the

was

New

I urope,

north to the

In the south,
surround the badge

airplane in the center

Ce^®^lver. star at the top is
^ a and the flags at the bottom
_ ® In blue, yellow and black

The 'Km bar'

^ om is done in white. I
^nst like this one on

uniform of a TAROM

inon Grosse
in its

base.

hisUSS of

f^nean
i®aves

Angeles,
semi-rigid airship,
pressure ship, but
bag is strenghtened by a
keel,
length
reinforcement at the

hangar
The

RS-1 towas a on

$5M It

With the Flylnr^?gLs!"NsPc
Conestoga airplanes

Of freight. A

1946 took NSFC into the '
47 the company changed its^ n
Flying Tiger Line. ill n
considerable wear, but the
on a cloth backing. bullion w.,. _ ,
enamel with gold
wing probably c
Stonberg CoXlecti

ship

Jersey, for'“4- ^'^‘'ehurst,
the U.S. Navv flights
took Diaro Ber last

''^''ing flow™ ^ore“\h^
the metal

-lvagea™^"\7 f
fer, complete
instrument
were

Dighter-

Dakehurst.

IS a

fabric

metal

entire

with

thto naisthe The
in Budd

novel design for
is

by (aextending the
of the flight

After

2,500

s irship
and

engines,
appurtenances,

the

ship, indate. 5/26/29,
Signed by a
on behalf of

is
the 1 nat

compa^^
Bill
the

tiThi®

pencil.

employee

Stout, the ticket
bottom

I
nose,

prevent being forced in by
pressure

flying.

to
saw

air

high-speedduring
_. according
Story of the Airship'
M Photo
Mehlhose Collection.

in
the says,

corner,

be re

reminder of

aerial tour in

All-Metal

Keep boosting aviation.

rt

to t

<RThe right
receipt is to
you

25-mile

Ford-stout

uinania)
^ork. The badge
ual pin on

orm Wear.

In gold

blue
This

Oscar

captain recently
has

the back

ThebyDy Hugh
from the

s and

assigned
than-Air

Nev

''®rti
unif

center
and

tained ISIa NSFC
your
the

plane¬

lines,
the

to as a for came

-on.

out of
School at

37
fl
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iiDir <I LILEi T< by RICHARV J.
nVORCO II

f
I

1
'/MikW

U :z
6. TU-154B-2 543/93820012, 7. TU-134A, CCCP-65912

glass nose for visual navigation.
of Aeroflot. Notec/nHA-LCR,

six-wheel main gear on main u/c leg.shows

1. IL-86 'widebody' CCP-86015, of Aeroflot.
(Photos 1 - 9 by Peter Zsille) 2. Syrlanair IL-76M

for the government.

In this issue of the LOG I
treat I received

share

in the mail from
with

Peter
you a

Zsille
of Budapest, Hungary.
Peter sent

me a very nice collection
of Eastern and Western European
Unfortunately he did not mention where
tnEse pictiurcs (and perhaps
to), and I apologize fr-
close, but that is how I
Kodak.

of slides

operators.
he took

it might be best not
or two being cut

T ^rr. ^ received them back fr
dealer sals 1° problem.

® Kodak
slides in the duplicating
I hope you enjoy these
few more in a later i

few

3^

■DC-9-32 PH-MAX, c/n 47515 "City
KLM pulls up to the gate at Amsterdam.

Amsterdam.

or a nose

T~TWmom

My f
sets the

machine, in any event,
and 1 will try to add a

r

j

hits;
> . i

- issue,

transition

Republic aircraft during the
Northwest, shot

Wisconsin and by Al'Moniz
Just a final note: I

DC-8 slides

Also a Tl

fIt

shots of ’W -former

merger process with
Rambis

WnMitU.9: ● NOmwwfiT

’p^bik.
t»y Tom atL,of Sparta,

Ontario.

looking for
an future issue.

Keep those shutters

T

Of Brampton,
am stiil

J TWi

and photos for ■ o

Till next time.
3. IL-62M,clicking. DDR-SEI,
Interflug (East Germany).

c/n 3036931 of
757-2S711.

c/n 47

(»T i colors, at Toronto
Honiz photo)

N603RC,
transitional colors at MSP,

c/nRepublic's 23322, in
OCT 86 . Note

(Tom Rambis photo)

t

iSi "T- '.'J

tT*’*
■„.X.

4. TU-134A LZ-TUL, c/n 3352303 i
new livery.

- ’ c

in Balkan's l2. departing
as in 11

47156 LSE5. for MSP. Transitionalc/nTU-134 DC-9-15F N9357,HA-LBH,
(Hungary). Note glass

EWR-MEM route,MALEV
(Tom Rabis photo) & 12.used onitional colorsat



ST C'A IAIIKII bij WILLIAM VEf^lAREST

piLAvyiiNe Cavrids bij THOMAS
VRAGGBS

It is about time to start
thinking about Airliners Inter
national, to be held in
napolis in July. i
boys are working hard
it a successful

I hope I will be in
and get the

printed diagonally
card in white
logo

orange-red triangle.
Is in both
Canada's

languages.

across the

the

and

title

French,
official

their

other

chased
has

sets throughavailableprint withIndia-

know the
to make

and

attendance

in-flight
words, they
through the mail. One deck
an orange background with blac

^ the

of Inwhite magazine.
were

bars
purThe

English
two

convention and

logo and the other one

reverse: black background
orange

California shortened their

to Air Cal,
deck which was given
their flights. The cards
white background and show w

California fault

ischance to see with
Air

Theeveryone.

whether or not I
cation that week,
can not.

question

can get my va-
now,

is

^ Hot off the
‘^eck from
Thank

Afterlogo.press is a
Piedmont

nnc. Piedmont,
one airline knows
out a new
The

name

new

new

es.

least

As of I Airlln
they issued a

out
At on

how to put
periodically

3 silver ‘
blue

top left

Now on to the

playing card issues.
show of decknew

cards have
the light

logo in the
right
shows

Boeing
white

titles.

I

border
Piedmont

and bott
picture

I call the

line which is made up /from
following Air Cal colors
top to bottom): yellow,
lavender and purple. Air Ca
in purple print except for
horizontal bar in
which has the
the ' fault line'-

The next deck

t

theI just picked
Canadian

This deck could
be the last deck
Canadian Pacific
name. Whether

ofup a new deck
from

Lines.
Pacific corners. The

the

om
Air

possibly
under

Air

main

T5., ^oselage
737-300 in

and blue
^ The

course.

Painting of DC-3 restored by Piedmont.

P^* fledmont 737-201 Adv. N788N, c/n 22445,
ontiac race car with driver Ricky Rudd (McNabb

●‘tudio) .

of the

Piedmont’s
and

the

Lines
the

Colors and
f Air/or not it

depends on what Pacific Wester
Airlines does with CPAL:
it as a seperate company "
merge ith with PWA.

(CPAL was
Airlines

Mr .

red

blue.
sky is the A o

colors

IS of also as
n same

I thr

feature decks
yhich have faded

gone by the

only

been
W/Mthe »3.or isa only new

tell

Continue

-

N602AW is Air Wisconsin BAe 146-200.

Hoeing 234LR of Helikopter Service.

decks

you
have ^
southwest

intro-
tea

to one I know of torenamed

International

wrote this colum

Canadian
after

will M.issued by Pacific
Airlines (PSA). It
duced

● ●LLLlii
toofDragges was

inaugura
MD-80●
backgr

some
®Irlines

will

year.

JG. ) be away when they Theor
The

background
Canadian

deck end

there
7‘be two
logo

has service ndof the thewith

cards have a

with red, white,
border. All printing
borders is in black,

of the

a blue

title.
Lines,

ou
with

Pacific
First white blackthe

Air
' ●#' '

red and theIS
ithin

along

aircraft

under anAir

with

bridge

Once buried
The

again I find myself
new postcard issues,

continue

Let me share

w
decks

were

withsunburst airlines

print
them

avaia:-
®od the
Postcard
'^ith

nee of
to

cX” privatethe drawi pblishers
s at a furious rate.

ngs
4-

you.a*'

as a

One interesting new pos
to you.

wiJJ'^ental size
rollout

g. ● The postcard

7n S ~ regular
~200 with Piedmont-sponsored race

fi wi ■■■' ■tlyi
Card

' ■ ' " *'4 ● - - ;
-'.-r'-i:'

tcard may come
Airlines

.i-

PAOficsanH'^jsiAirjg^
PACK IC SOLKI^Jj
PACK IC SCXJIHWEST AJi^'- ..
Supe/ 80 Super

,'S« issued a

conjunction
restored

the

t.r*.Piedmont

DC-3 postcard
their -

in♦
80 recently

drawing
older

shows

'i.BO Supe^ of ■j‘jsP of4-- hi./
if-s* shows a

Another

if. ■
piedmont 'V'T

rij..' .-.ir ■‘i
.1Boeing

car (ft2 ) .
depicted

size

a

size
if

146 N602AW ISiS'

sconsin's BAe

ng over the coutryside
f S3 ) .

thr
are

a regular-4 on
rtS iP

**■
S> ; four

postcards
with

332L

these

Liveries

A.S. has.f
ServiceHelikopter

continental size
,4- 234 LRv?'lP- Boeing

Aeropstiale
rd showing

well- -

\

- '● Sikorsky S-61,
background (M)/

Puma and a combination ca
copters and a Bell 212 as

A'’" ASOHjadnsOB

S3Nnenv is^jfjgs
S3Niidiv is^Snos
S3NI !dlV iS3W3i/"-^=’

in

er
-

6e »

^ed on white,
tho;^^ of Finland has
flj^^ latest livery which shows

gnt over a coastline.

i:^®gonair of Hong Kong
^net new 737-200 pos

^ol. 12, No. 4,
- card.) This card

Uft.

heukopie»service*s
V

inissueA300 ^ .
the aircraft in

an

● - Atlantic printed at

two new 747 postcards in
with their new

Miami. One is a

BAy Area

airline historical
Virgin ^-.^e-4uuo by P4b Holland

Our apologies!
has

tcard.
for

shows

front
facing

postcard
gray
und.

(●6) .
least

conjunction
service

SOCIETY
(S eeWe will 17 to Many thanks to tho

have
. . once again hs

mini-convention at
Inn, San Pranci
26 SEP 87 fr
hrs.

P*
fAothve se of

time
comments

nd shot, tail view, and the
inflight shot.

re-publication

our

Holiday
who

write

postcard

er youtakenthe th grou
other

the
3/4 a nice tome withSCO Airport

om 0900 hrs '

in a

the ground,
Ave. your

news. I do
your assistance.

here

Vol.

the

on on Also a

card first shown in
19. There,

and

appreciateto 1500 94403A donati

requested at the door
see you in the fall ’
^^f^inore details, write

on of a

12,

printer
card of

of $3 Anotheris No. 4, p.
accidently reversed the

the Air

- colorful

Ait Berlin's white,
the

shHope to With this

airline-is
'8111 issue

sued

Mauritanie ^ feature
postcards

gro someon
cs at: rwi

right (#5). 41
ctabl:.
_ T'tade

Es

4o



from airlines which have

recently disappeared from our

routemaps (#13-20). Enjoy this
trip down memory concourse. I
will

AEROGEM POSTCARDS

0901-Air Atlanta 727-291
0902-AlrCal BAe 146
0903-Air Puerto Rico DC-9-14
0904-American 707-123B
0905-American Eagle CV-580
0906-Avensa 727-51
0907-Braniff Int'l 720-027
0908-Canadian Pacific DC-8-43
0909-Eastern L-1049C
0910-Ecuatoriana DC-10-30
0911-Midway DC-9-31 new clrs.
0912 National-Sun King DC-8-61

0913-TranStar MD-8‘2
0914-Unlted DC-6B
0915-Western DC-10-10

aeroprint

110-Falcon Cargo L-188
111-Transwede MD-83

APC publications
APC/A62-Aviaco DC-9
APC/A63-TEAL L-188 Electra
APC/A64-Japan Air Lines CV-880

-A"

feature 'golden
inter-

some

oldies' from various

national carriers the next time
around .

I

(#7)

The following are new issues
private.by commercial

publishers:

-1

::3
; '^1

#irr
JET 24 Boeing 747, N9663 (U.S.Publ.).

MANCHE POSTCARDS

M55 -Aerolineas Argentinas

11252 (y-iB/.Burma AW P-28-4000 XY-AGA, c/n #12.

hobby SHOP
AHSSO-South Afr

AHS83
AHS84-
AHS85-
AHS86-
AHS87-
AHS88-
AHS89

031-United 737-222
032-Trans World Express DHC-6

033-Ozark 727-2D4
034-TWA Stratoliner
035-Air Baja DC-3
036-Pan American Stratoliner
037-United Express BAe 146
038 United Express F.27
039-Braniff L-188 pastel/

Panagra yellow

040-Braniff 707-227 pastel/

ican 747-244B

r Lines 747-146

BOAC 707-436 (#8)
-Air India 747-237B
Singapore Airl. 747-312
Balkan TU-154A
Gulf Air VC-10
British United VC-10
Olympic Comet 4B
British United

c

HS748-105
●^1 M56-ALA Argentina YS-11

M57-LAN1CA BAC 1-11

M58-Lineas Aereas Paraguayas
DC-8-63

^3^

m
.. ●.!

MARY JAYNE’S RAILROAD
SPECIALTIES

MJ594-AA Eagle EMB 120 Brasilia
MJ595-AA Eagle Beech 99
MJ596-New York Air Connection

Beech 1900C
MJ597-as MJ596, Shorts 330
MJ598-PSA BAe 146

MJ599-Chalk's Grumman Albatross
MJ600-Eastern 727-200

'/I*. turqoise

041-Continental 737-130 CO/PE
colors

f ●

Britannia 317

El A1 Britannia 313
Ealconair Viscount 784
Hartinair DC-7C
Aerocondor DC-6

^Court Line BAC 111-500
“Aer Lingus Viscount 808

it:

F-28-4000, 5T-CLG of

It'.
AHS90--
AHS91-
^HS92-
^S93-
AHS94-
AHS95

#5. Air Berlin 737-3Y0, N67AB ^
Berlln-Teqel (Renato photo')'.

iL

c/n 23496, at #6.
Air (B4BMauritanie 042-DHL Worldwide Expr, 727-22C

●●Vr.''.. INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE WORLD
PUBLISHING

Historical postcards
- of each published:
Central DC-3

*

500
Air Shuttle PlusV, ●t,

f^ITlONS MJ601-Northwest CV-580
MJ602-Piedmont Commuterrv copiesPI

Oman Aviation F-27
-Le Point Mulhouse DC-8-71

457_J*AC 747-200
450~J^^ Guadeloupe F-27

Prance/TAT FH-227B
Minerve Caravelle 6N

'^beria A300
Limousin Nord 262

CSA IL-18

464..P ^ Twin Otter (#9)
465-x. Aerolines ATR 42
466-0 ' Inter Caravelle 3
467 M DC-8-63

hit .tpt

Penn

East African DC-3
Mohawk BAC 1-11 (Black & gold)
Northwest DC-3
Flying Tiger C-46
Braniff DC-8 (Panagra colors)
Wien DC-3
National C-46
Robinson Beech 18
Mackey CV-440
Pan American

iff BAC 1-11 (2-tone green)

455
Beech 1900C

MJ603-Southeastern Commut
\

456-
TaArjSweOE er

DH—104 Dove
MJ604-Wrangler Aviation CL-44

sexr»

t 0 A C
HtMMfJimtiimrurmi 459

460●my. MICHEL MOSKAL POSTCARDS
122-Sobelair 707-373C
123-Trans European 707
124-Canadien Pacifique DC-10-3n
125-Eagle Air 737-205C
126-Garuda 747-2U3B
127-Air France A310
128-Transbrasil 737-340
129-Australian 737-376 (#10)
130-African Safari DC-8-63
Text continued

461-
H2-
463-

CV-240

Bran - .. ,

Airlift DC-8 (Capitol colors)
Alaska L-1649

new colors

#7. SE-DHB, Transwede onair DC-8-62MD

747-200 Frontier

Fantasy
publis hing

series and a

aoc-

Also

Collector
Aircraft series.

BOAC (Aviation Hobby Shop card).
030-n POTOCARDS

“raniff Int’l CV-340
on page 45



Florida

All KLIN IE IKAVKIPy EKKK by AL S. IASCA

#15. Air Florida DC-10-30CPRIGHT:

BELOW: #16. Frontier MD-82, N9803F
(Jeff Black Photographs card). '

737-345S. It was also

flights
The other day I received two

interesting sticks 	
yellow WAHS member Carmel Axiaq
in Malta
them with

Axiaq for taking
send them to

appreciated.
Here they
Comments.

used on

operated by the
airline's three remaining 720s.
The Maltese Cross is at the top
of the upswept cheatline on the
tail. The known color of this
stick is brown.

c/n 49118
from a

BELOW RIGHT: # 17. Republic 727-237
c/n 22019, was formerly with Hughes "

and I want to share

you all. I also thank
the time

me. It is much

N715RC,
AirWest.

Mr.
to

I hope you'll enjoy these
and I am asking you to drop
a line when you come across or
hear of a new, rare or
swizzle stick. I'll

them in the CAPTAIN'S LOG

can all enjoy them.

withare, along
his me

rr-"' rf! unusual

feature
Pig. 1.

- 3 flat

This one-sided stick
shank

used

all

its

also

the

727,
The

and

With

jnd bubble end,
AlrMalta

flights
^ive Boei
used

3irli
cv-

top, round
has been

so we

since 1984 on

operated by
-ing 720s. It was

on aircraft leased by
ne, such as the 707,

080, DC-9 and BAG 1-11.
-S come in blue, red

possibly white and all have the
in gold. The stick

measures six inches (15.2 cm)
hg and has no manufacturer's

>ame on it. The top displays
p ®.*^3ltese Cross, the national
j^moiem of Malta. It is formed
y four arrowheads

points.

Happy collecting

stick

th Arrowheads

are white

atmeeting

^ig. 2 shows the same stick.
With a different logo

It shows the vertical

of the Boeing 737 and was
when AirMalta

Boeing

Bluebut on

th Maltese Cross

oPut
in use

its three newP^^^chased Fig. 2
Fig. 1

APOLOGIES 1

My apologies for

slip-ups in Vol. 13 No. 1.

Page 7: The caption
Ozark DC-3 photo was
should read:

DC-3 N763A,
Prairie

i^csir CaVicc ccknejc
some small

with the

garbled. it

Conti c/n

Aviation

Illinois,
for

4894,inued from page 43 of the

Museum,
painted up in

occasion

(Ozark's 35th anniversary open house
St. Lambert

Airport, 28 SEP 85).
Page 9; I left out the

the expiry date
timetable: 24 OCT.

AN-12l3l. Bloomington,
Ozark

71-Balkan
72-TAROM Bac

74'Ai^^Swazi Cargo
146

CAAC BAe 146
Atlantic

^Bangladesh Biman DC-10-30
Paraguay DC-8-63

13> Airways 737-270C
135^P 737-268

anadien Pacifique

1-11

727-25C
132 colors the

707-344C

727-35
at

International
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824 78-Air

Page 36; second colum,
from the bottom - 18.3
enger miles should read:

lion revenue passenger
Page 50; the address

for Raymond D. Crane,
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pass-

mil-
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The responses to my first
article in the CAPTAIN'S LOG

(Vol. 12, No. 3) have been very
satisfying and have given
some encouragement to continue
this project,

this

#8b#8a

me

issue

describe and illustrate

wings from my collection
are not in the original
Crew Insignia Book or
which there is some confusion
as to what is available.

Some time ago I came
a Northwest Airlines

In I will

some

which

Junior

about

TOP LEFT: Icelandair - Junior Captain
TOP RIGHT: Icelandair - Junior Pilot
RIGHT: Icelandair - Junior Stewardess

across

kiddie

wing which I believe is the
first issue for the airline and
is the only one of its kind I
have seen. It is illustrated in
Pig. 1 and is in metal,
colored with a pin back.

fl,W
bronze

me
m

ABOVE LEFT: Flugleidir - Flugfreyia
ABOVE RIGHT: Flugleidir - Flugstori
LEFT: Loftleidir - Junior Stewardessn ciiSSSSsss^

metaii'●//

There are five types of pg^
(about to merge, so I expect
more from them) kiddie winqs
and they are shown here in pV^
2 (cloth), ,3 (heavy papen
(heavy paper), «5 (thin
and #6 (plastic).

Pilgrim Airlines,
of New London,
kiddie

EDITORS NOTE: original Junior Crew
Insignia Book was published several

years ago by Bob Feld. No longer
available. Book was "xerox

Book is valuable reference work.

#8fno

print.

Caddie but not least are two

Wings from SAS, Figs. 11
. One shows the DC-9 and

a Whi?®' DC-10. They
background with

paint scheme of the

^ave of plastic, they
?^<3e ^ ®®fety pin back and were

named
why

paper)

^htj 12.formerly
out a

ago.

and gold

bheCT,
wing some time

came in bronze, silver
and all three
heavy metal
airline

put have

theIt

varieties are

with pin backs,
started

of

The
an/4 business

reputed to be
oldest commuter in th(» n
States. Piig,i^ int.n"^^'^
into Business Express
I don't know whether the th^^‘
versions of the wing wL,.
out at the same tiL H
The wing is shown in Pi°

Icelandair and its
sor put out six Predece
of the same style '"logs
with blue til

plastic
interesting part is tha^
are in the - ●

byliein
"*’9ent ^ company

wondered

out for their
747, but

the

that the

the process

^ 5 these aircraft, I think
tiust planning ahead,

●^oed some help. Fo
being complete, I a

-hgs^ ‘Collectors who have
shown in the original

OK book to please send
^hem ®r photocopies

thei showing
actual size. I plan

?^at bhem in the master book
o haia®"' ''°rking on and hope
a ^Ven^i by Indianapolis

time. Thank you
® 3nd happy collecting.
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ofThree
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AIIICILIINII: aVI'OIDIEILINiG
Hasegawa has released

l/200th scale kit of the Boeing
767-200 in JAL livery,
addition to the

sheet, this model also has PiW,
rather than

Hasegawa therefore continues to
provide
worthwhile alterations in their

basic kits which they started
with the 747 EUD series.

Fotocut, Box 120,
Rd., Erieville, NY 13061
extended their line of airliner

a set in

and

blade

water

more

this

scale. Incidently,
a l/200th scale

metal

in l/72nd

Hans may do
resin and

Pormaplane DC-7 vacuform wing.
A series of antennas is also

ori offer, one set of two belly
antennas for the TWA L-1049G
Connie, and another generic set
Of two belly
L-1049,

a

by C0/.E kit of the I n

deca 1if there newisDC-8-52

sufficient interest. You've got
his address, let

interest and tell him

Sometimes there are

periods in this hobby,
when none of the

slow

times

manufacturers
are making anything new. At
such times, the airline modeler
turns to the box or shelf where
the older kits are

him know of

you

GE engines.
antennas for

DC-6 or DC-7,

your taste runs

jets, Hans has a set
early non-fan JT-4 engines

-e a Boeing 707-300 series
from the l/72nd scale
707.

an

your

read it in the CAPTAIN'S LOG.
the variety of

If more

toward
four

to mak
aircraft
Heller
®^cellent

of

more new kits
Clint

America/ATP

prototype
model long enough to photograph
it This l/144th scale resin
model is cast by Tom Young of
MAI, Inc. It has 15 parts,
including, a one-piece fuselage
with the nose weight already
installed. Parts are included

make the model with wheels
retracted or extended. Decals

ided for American Eagle
with stripes

the former

include

Airliners

the

360

Groves of
loaned

of their Shorts

stored Erieville

have

me

and tries in vain to remember

why on earth he bought all that
junki Luckily, the

months have been very
airline modelers, and there

have

fan and
These

antennas to include

hard-to-make l/72nd scale,
a set of small-scale

antennas and waste

drains. We can expect
airliner parts from
company in the future.

From across the Atlantic,
Aeroclub Models in the U.K.

have started producing a series
of cast-metal parts in l/144th
scale. Intended for the Welsh

Models Vacuforms, props are
available for the Britannia,
BAe 748 (Andover) and DC-3, as
well as DC-3 type front

with engine

past three compressor 	

=*naust detail and instructions
are

good to
theprovided to

mod if/cations

^ime

showare

new treasures to discuss. thetosome

pylon,
3nd nose gear door. By
you read this colum,

l/.,.^°ur CFM-56
scale should

For

specif!
contact
Airii
Nor

wing root/flap, wing
the

a set

NEW KITS AND ACCESSORIES

Sasquatch Models has two
items, both in l/144th
The first is a Twin
from

molded

new

scale.

Otter kit
injection

The

Of toinengines
also be

are provi-

and United Express
included only fo^_

Decals

and de-icer
emergency

Production
for

low-pressure
styrene. and

consists of 12 molded parts a
piece of strut '
instructions.

decals are included, a decal
sheet with the green/white
Pilgrim livery is due shortly.

The second Sasquatch kit
a set of four CFM-56-2
and pylons to
DC-0S to the -70

the engine set
Otter

more information

ic prices on the above,
Hans Pennell at Classic

Her Parts, 33 Fair Street,
yalk, CT 06851, and be
include a large SSAE.

stuff, worth getting,
P If you don't usually build

also
livery,

windows

well

markings,
should be available
$18.00 U.S.

shock.
Although

boots, asand
exit

kits

about

no as

sure

ThisLeoman 737

^ou should
larger ^

t^^^rffessurethe kits

to cowls

For-300 In Weste Is
fn Colors. detail.

expectis and more flash}

spruesengines

Revell

T

than conversion instructio^^f
L-049 and L-649, both

noses,
for

withconvert
molding. longHowever,series.

and

available

direct

Both

Twin

from

from

Alberta

assemble than^^^^^ easier
expensive an/i '^^^^forms.

to
the short Connie rless

work

models.

ft
%are ■Yiare hubs -i » -ft

\ W ' a
impr oved

Heller L-1049

excellent

prop
These^^gjn

panel
ATP/AA,

Sasquatch at 6881 S.E.
Street,

For

or to kit.

qua1ity
castings, with engra
lines and fine detail®'

Dougia=

airliner enthusiast,
resin engine nacelle®
Canadair C.4

DC-7B/DC-4 and DC '
contain proper spinn
required
instructions
the

f.t
most

resin -X

vedPortland, OR 97206.
those who are nof

familiar with low-pressure
infection molding, a word
caution is

While

reduces mold

propliner
Those

op
conversion

the Air??

may ;

convetsi
the

builder]
"'srketed
number

Items Of

\\
kits ha®

For the

',“^1 attanaed
^««national

Hans
of

forperhaps
low-pressure

in order.

molding
costs to the point

subjects
can

Hartf,
noticed
i/72nd
DC-6

have gein 3
Thsf

86
reaon in wheDC-7where a model

interest to

available

of Hell jonscale fr
kit.

of et

-
tsom veus. tobe con

.lion

made

.. , affordable
price. It is very difficult
produce Hasegawa-quality

Hans
that

4The

has
4at and

which
Pennell

'""^version'
l/72nd

an
■f

Of kit-
con

i.

to other ft,and

scale

. airline
there

DC-6a veHeller

available is a

kit with a slightly
nacelle diameter

parts.
DC'7Cto

fitConn
to

5. Classic Airliner Parts Boeing 707 JT-4 engines.

^A/ATp Shorts
Sas

If 360.
7. Classic Airliner oarts.

guatch Twin Otter kit.

li/

C ;
’ft* ■A

I

!3■'1^^ m
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U2-7
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SAViriEiry Cavicids
superdetallers, a 14-cylinder
twin-row engine has also been

produced. Which engine? In
l/144th scale it is hard to
tell.

windows,
DC-8/Boeing 720/727
in l/200th

and Palos

written

review

I have
the

out a

wide-stripe
Both come

, l/144th scale
for each type. Each Eastern set
includes the AA/ATP USA flag
exit emergency
exit markings. All decal sheets
are^ very complete and wen

© 1^86 CanL ^ee.4.emember Bill Ames from

Verdes Estates, CA has
and excellent five-page
of this book

forwarded

publisher. Bill points
number of organizational
which tend

a

and

and

toI have had a chance to

at the Welsh Models

copylook

l/144th

scale vacuform Vickers Viscount

800 series and compare it
the older ATP Series 700 kit.
Unlike the ATP model, the Welsh
kit has the fuselage
vertically. The front
the Welsh kit

a

anconfuse

set

toto
707ofalready confusing

airframe
Although this issue is devoted to

Zeppelins and Airships, unFortun-
ately little positive inPormation
exists to enable an article to be

written concerning Safety Cards,

It is with some certainty that a
passenger safety briefing,
sort, must have been used Cparticu-
larly in the case of the Teutonic

operators and their absolute pre
occupation with thorough efficien
cy) to warn Airship passengers of
the particular dangers of fire

inherent to that mode of transport.

Therefore, with little available

of Airships

article to more nostalgic and
unusual Safety Cards.

As I understand
are like the
pilots

engine
many

photos
section/

tables

it,
story
the

old

printers

printers

very

decal and
printers

the old

pilots: there
pilots. There
opaque decals and
decals

split
part of

are

rather

combinations.

irrelevant

placed in

areThere

photos,
wrong

and inconsistencies

of
and

are no

are

bold

boldengines
separate from the wing,
than a part of it,
ATP kit.

the

A important information
EnniL®J* DC-6/7 PASSENGERS

lir inirtKr, lh«r« *r« cerUin

'Mlur** ol this (ircnti with *thi«h jrou m»r ooi b« fimlliir.

inof

dimensions,
root and

span/
such

the

The Welsh kit includes
landing
this

as in
of model types and
Key points on the wing

flap shapes,
ventral sub-fin size

of
with

^registration, but
- decals with

registration.
*^his problem,
printed the

the

separate

parts.

of some

good

printers
cast

wheels. All

metal and

make

kit

less

gear

should

Welsh

and

of over-sanding
parts after they have
removed from the sheet. The ATP
kit,
decals

no empennage
and

briefly

of

very good
around

inthe assembly of the
somewhat

critical

To get are mentioned only

text and photo captions a
clear

'MERCtNcy eX/TS
Ihe llocr
Winflo,

nd

terms●

easier aa/atp has

backgrounds
sheets

blue

should

plan below shows the

ai'crjd' 'h'* indicated by a solid line are available on all
'● "'osa indicated by a broken line will vary with ancratt type

*" «PO'S are eQo.pBed

Its closest to your seat
title cmergGncy

of
not explained in
Instead

on
thenew

from
The

been decal
the

of
photosof and ^th evdcuahon shde^.

dark typesdifferent gethowever,
for

engine

designation,
photos of uncowled engines
bare mounts-

provides nice

and

you’d

result

' the model
outlines.

definitely help
oven white nn

we EMERGENCY EXITStheir WWOOW EXITSandthe cockpit

windows, athough
sheets to

enough windows to do
The Welsh kit

military decals,
negative point. If
to do the Welsh Models

would suggest you
sets of ATP Capitol
decals. Now, if
would do the props!

Leoman Models have
Boeing 757

scale will

I'll devote this

\
I

cabin

need two decal

er get

Overall

COCkPit

COCkfll

“w-J POOR
5^ I isiioi'

♦ ♦

^egistrati
good, ^
Misregistr
can be fixed

t>ut titles
1 think
idea
decal

modeler®
ReveU
(J142A*
bogus
lie£

on on
but

get my sheets in the ^^DCat<0
IhOOw

For example,
decal review section
kit

was

perfect.

lines

application
stripes

fficulty,
matter.

right
future

way.

an -800. not .»ip
Illustrated in Figure ^ are both
sides of the AMERICAN AIRLINES

the >*AMC
provides etiononly

real

decide

kit.

on cheat
with

to
p UlT

H246 registration
should be listed as

one, while the Minicraft/
707 kit registration N786T
valid for a TWA 707-331^^
incorrect, as listed
Detail & Scale book,

way, Roger Sawyer's
is pictured on
with your model
business card.

a niKDOW

tins □C6-DC7 "Important Information"
card issued as 0P102A,

revision is printed on piastic and
dates from the early to mid 19B0s.
Following the retirement of the

piston airliners, American retained
this Form number (0P102) for

on the Boeing 720 (which until th

mxoow

(Ills
you

Thiser
'4is **A(N CABINI much

another
has

^they do
the

OOOftdi otorder two

Viscount
only Aeroclub
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aa/atp

I hope
projects

The fin;?! j

“/MP to L
® sheet into he

sea?
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the
the m

4the
By

odel
the£
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WINDOW
WINDOW

m use
707

liltssame [IitS
told

rn 1/I44th

very

me ti-osto
their toge en

from P-70,
editor s

appeared on a "fleet" card For

II 707/720/990 as Form OPIOO, issues
-B and -C).

be released

shortly. Done in resin,
their excellent

Boeing 737-300,
include

decals.

re is

6-DC7
- for
Shorts

as the UtINIS -A,
l/144th
the kit

Eastern

CABIN

scale

will

757

360. the DOOR

In spite of
comments from

recommend this

nothing but the
the

material your
purchase for

time. With a little

our encouragement and
future Detail & Scale
releases will be

better organized.
' Best Buy', even
faults.

decal r

United
Eagle

I
on ISIIDI

Many "true nostalgia buffs
remember an operator named BRITISH
SOUTH AMERICAN AIRWAYS which fl
the ill-fated Avro Tudor 4 air

craft between the United Kingdom
and Bermuda,
South America,

both sides (flat)

can be Sl.ot mayBill,

book

great
most

$7.95

used

Express
aircraft
-ormerly

fsrrriers.
sheet to
although

all

AA/ATP's and if
important information

BJ^rP?URD^6/7 PASSENGERSI hope to have a review
for the next issue. By the
the 737-300 kit just

available

for
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Figure 2 shows

^ great
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Turn
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evacuation shoes
localeU of the Folding

paper leaflet used on the Tudor 4
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■ modeler.
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from

are now
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aircraft that

vanished without trace in the
Bermuda Triangle,

leaflet could talk,
triguing to know if it was

in a seatpocket aboard either the
"Sta/i /
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The

detail L.
decal

Airline

available.

^ sheet
Leoman kit is

references
t^^ounced

“timate

releases

America/ATP
The

Whe allnrs
If only this
it'd be in-

and

Boei
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available

-300 or
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Even the

Scale
707 &

737-300 ear

.A

detail
ng once
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Source
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.^®re,
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thatseparately
-200,

theto MODELER'S HINT

Do you need paint
the Boeing 707 light 9^
shows up so often °n
fuselages and most 3

ught ^V*

ixed 3^
whi

. do a
mv. hare-metal
The decal comes
l/200th scair

°f Boston' n^im*
IS included for a 727
registered N2823W. The
DC-10-10 sheet includes ""e
only the complete red
blue livery, but alsfdcor^u^
lines and gray exterior re?n~
forcements on the center
-nd fin. This Sheet
available in both scales

There are three new
Eastern Alriiw "

an L-1011 or Dc-lo-3n^
757/727 With

stripes under
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Safety Card collectors is the
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CE.NF.RAl. NOTE.S FOR StRVIVORS

FORCED LANDfNC ON SEA

Loosen clothing found necV.

K«p calm ind remember ihai all pou.ble promion for
your lafcly has been trurje.

DLHt.SC

B'S’A'A
XI

During the aciual landing ihe »aler you should brace
yourself in such a way ihal you wrli nol be ihrown forward.
Once the aircrafi has

I

mSXJST ROLLS RDYCEr I. . , ■' lb »" orderly
fashion and follow ihe inslruclions of ihe crew who base
been specially irained for such

Li FE-SAVING

aistcoat

TR UCTIO NS

emergencies.

w

PROCEDIMIENTOS
DE SEGURIDAD

NOTAS CENERALES PARA SOBREVD'lENTFi
DLRANTE ON AMERI7.AJE FOH7.ADO E.N
Ahoye la ropa alrededor de I;

NSKi. .Mar

garganu.

Mamcnga la calma. y rccuerdc que sc ha hccho
sea posible para $u seguridad.

cuamo »

Duranie el ameriayc
para no

propiamcnic dicho. afirmesc bien
arrojado haaa adclanie. ' INSTKUCLIOMS P.AkA

H CH.AIJCO SAI V.AVID.AS

LIS.AK

Una due el av.dn esio en reposo, abandOnelo cn form,
.ranqu.lt siguuindo las insirueciones dc los Iriril/n,^
d"nr:;r^n"it ^ safety procedures

tobogan de escape
CHALECOS SALVAViDAS

encueniran
●resbiladillas". di escape «n «'● ●*'4''.los tobalines o ’

Installdos de fa aipuente mmera:ti'elhl'* " fbtftos per denim de fas elnlas, pese
“dfa pei li aberiura def cucMo y msle tos breaos por enlre las eintas.

Jale las punfas da fas cinlas para asegurar otlas a la cinlori.

Nn aulpmllicarienle, jale las peilllis negrsa hacia abaio.
"0 LO IHFIE OENIRO D£L AVION,

lea avlonidlico fallase, desalarnilla parcalmenia fa punla da
oirm u sepia hasla Inflirlo y apiiele rlpidamenle Us puntas
|v„,^ "0 INfLE EL CHALECO OEHTRO DE LA CABIHA, PUES UNA VEZ

OlfICULTARA SU SAIIDA DEL AVION.

«

.. ... .iUr>di’ en la potrta de iillda de emirgineu y
Fmnie a '* Estes tobegsnes lueten .nilflides
Is puirti difsnieii ^„ silir deslirindose ilpdsmeiile

:ide“r.bld.tn,e .d...f..d. en - - , sus ins.iuccienes
deberlA seiu.rsa sm yscifac*..

en

OK5ERVAC6E.S GERAIS PARA -
FORCADO NO MAR

roupia em lomo Uo

INSTRUC(')|-s KARA
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CASOS DE POLSO usu

Afrouxe bem a
PCSCOCD.

Conserse a calma e lembre-se de q« foram
fPdas as providinc.as possive.s para a su, scguianpa.

toniadai
*

t^exLcxuia'A Come.t h
/\'ute. hojid-he-Jd cAuteA ●xatkeji.

ve.rui.iorvu

FIGURE 3

cxind.
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Durante a
eviur

amenssagem propriansenic d.ia
ser aliradoa frenie. emergency exit chutessegurc-sc hem.

Dewis do a.iio pousar, abandonc-o
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Ireme especial para m, emetginciai.

, . n a 1. IH.I ofsne In freni of Iha main door, at Ihe
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^“s^ , sn lending. h. cr»
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LIFE VESTS
I..

e*er*«*^ ***' ins^^d e* sliips. ind place the Ide vest
“I head Ihiough the collar opening and arras Ihmugh snaps.

Pull
*i«l el straps to Itslan bell staund your waist.emrisH SOOTH AM£H,

INS^De''*Ip(;p^'^ ●‘I'obs sitaighi down. DO HOT INFLATE WHILE
K Ihis

hoses '*1'* <0 Inflate Ihe vesi, open Iha *al»es on
y turning iha lips countei-elock wise, Inllele by blowing Ihiough

INSinf , If.' »«l«s. IMPORTANT DO HOT INFLATE IHE VEST
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instructions
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safety procedures
MEXJET Rolls Royce of MEXIMNA.
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Itiough MEXlCANA

PROCEDIMIENTOS DE SEGURIDAD

“Sled volando a bordo del MEXJET Rolls Royce de MEXlCANA
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en el mundo; sin embargo y a pesar
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The sale of Society jackets and has slowed
somewhat, but I am sure it will pick up again in the
fall. Starting with the next issue of the LOG we will
be offering some books that we here at HQ feel that
you might be interested in purchasing. The first of
these will be the new, all color book, by Don Thomas,
our label Editor, on Pan American called, "Pan American
to the Tropics!
shows in the work that went in to it.
contain 64 pages, all in Colorl
for $16.00 plus postage and handling. The price is
well worth it. Several other books that we will be

handling include several books by author Stan Cohen.
"Wings to the Orient" is a pictorial history of Pan
Am during the period 1935 to 1945. Well illustrated
with some fantastic photos of the big flying boats
in all sections of the Pacific. Another hook from
Mr. Cohen is
of the Pioneer Carrier in the Pacific,
is a very

don't think much about, but has had a very color
ful and exciting history. There will be additional
information on our book offer in the next issue of
the LOG.

GEORGE CEARLY, JR., P.O. Box 12312, Dallas,_TX 75225
still has copies of the following airline history
books that he has written: (1)
Americas Leading Airline; (2) Bramff 1965-19Bh;
and (3) The Delta Family History. Each books is
$15.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling, book
coming out soon--the history of Western and PNA--

i watch for it! II

ben LA CASCIA, 16162 Kipling Circle, Westminster, CA
'^2683-7710 has recently started a collection of JS

' airline pilot's wings. He is interested y ^
1 US airline wings from the 1920‘s thru the I960 s.

Ben is willing to pay a fair P^ice/or any wings
that you might have fo- sale in this time period.
^11 letters will be answered.

This is truly a labor of love and
This book will

The book will sell

CONTENT

DELETED DUE

TO PRIVACY

CONCERNS

Hawaiian Airlines-A Pictorial History
This again

well illustrated book on an airline that

we

t from the left hand seat....

by There are a number of letters stacked uo on my
desk that I have not had a chance to answer, as yet.

If you have written Society HQ and have not received
an answer, please be patient with me and I will work
to get all corresoondence caught uo as soon as I
possibly can. Thank you for not complaining to much
about this.

Once more I would like those of vou that hold

meetings to keep me advise o- such events so
can publish dates and times in future issues of the

LOG. I would also like to receive a report of the
meeting, once it is over, so that to can be oublished
in the LOG. Your cooperation in this matter will he
oreatly appreciated.

That about wraps it up for this issue. Once

again the Editors have come up with another good issue
for you. These f’ellows are all doing a great job and
if and when you have the time, you might drop them a

line letting them know you appreciate the "volunteer"
work they are doing for ALL of us. Once again, if

attended the "big bash" in Indianapolis, I hope
had an enjoyable time. Happy collecting!

Paul F. Collins

This issue of the LOG will be - those
shortly after the convention is over.
of vou that attended had agood ti ● ^
bo go to one of these meetings an ^
time. The report on the convention w ' ●
next issue of the LOG, along with inf
bhe site of the 198R meetinn—Denver,

As mentioned in this in the_^^
the roster published and amilec^ fact
UOG was somewhat on the "slim s renewals
bhat a number of you had not seo answer that I
by the March 30 deadline, ‘'’he only ^^gs

come up with is that bhe nen hacked
'^^iled with the last issue of ts. I can only
'^‘●bh an order form for Society ^ the other
9oess that many of vou did not seeing

of this form, thus vou missed see
that your membership renewal , notices
^^el that I sent all members renewa^ number 3
should have recieveci them, both mentioned

^ issues of Volume XH- " r memberships
bis column before, taking ca ,^ade a

I '^ony time-consuming job and g^s in on time.
Easier if you folks send your gp^reciated
y more said, at this time, ano ^ ^^,ture.
Your support on this matter i ^

There continues to be a ?[j°g^chanqe ^f aUdness
, that MOVE. PLEASE send ^n a It is very
bo Society HQ when you plan c" of vour 9“ .|,gse
^^Portant that you keep proplem_is
^ddress! Also of a somewhat iRSS^^

you that take extended vacat have it
Post office not to hold holding L ^35

ned to the sender, i am j^g post 0
'^Dot three or four members thax^ ^^,gy ,

^'"%lease advise and Y^^9J1 in this category, pie^= gy at all to
he remailed. 1 have no ^yise me that y

nemail your LOG, unless you ,
D’w home and accepting Youn

great

about area

we

can

the notice
honestly

that
youI
you

IS

lot

NEW CARDS FOR THE COLLECTOR
mern-

Tfie International Airline World Publishing
Co has produced several hundred Historical
Collector Post Cards. Only 500 copies of
each of these cards is being orinted. The
cards represent many aircraft and color
schemes never before printed as post cards.
There are eight different paint schemes
the Air Florida Electra alone. If your
interested in getting in on purchasing this
attractive set of cards, write to the add
ress below for additional details and their
current listing of cards.

I.A.W.P Company
140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, ph '15506

bers

the

ontur

log
when

are
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LOG Advertisina Pates

A number of people of inquired about the rates

for advertising in the CAPTAIN'S LOG.

following should be used as a guide in charges
for advertising in the LOG.

The BUYING

WANTED
AIRLINE TIMETABLES, SCHEDULES, BROCHURES,

$80.00 per issue

60.00 per issue

40.00 per issue

20.00 per issue

10.00 per issue

Full page

Three/quarter

Half page

Quarter page

l/8th page

'SnADON HOBBY
*^^NADA LTD.

LITERATURE

BOEING 707^ DOUGLAS DC"8^ DC-7.,

DC-^b CONNIES., CONVAIRS AND MARTINS.

FACTORY models:

....OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDES

93 Bfiarwood Avenue

Rexflale, Ontano.
M9W 6C9

Tel: (416) 675-7656

We buy singles or box lots, send list, or send

MIKE EDEN

8037 MILLCHASE
LEWISVILLE^ NC
27023
(919) ^5-mi

If a photo is to be used in .

please add an additional $5.00.

material on approval.any of the above.

199 Wayland Street

North Haven, CT 06473

(203) 288-3765Carl LoucksIf you wish to run an advert more than once, plea<5P
write for multiple discount rate. i Society member Chris Nottingham is now

offering post cards under the name of
Aviation Hobby Canada Ltd. AHCL has
a very nice selection of cards that are
well presented in their latest catalog-
included on the list arc a number of
card producers that vou do not normally

Write

If you wish to have
yo'^^ advertisement inserted i

the LOG envelope, the charge is $30
it is a two sheet

m

per sheet (if

The Postcard Post

niRLINES

YESTERDsee on most other dealers list,

to the address above and ask how RR3, Box 268

Boonville, NY
If you have ■

ising rates, please
KO.

isAHC Ltd-can receive this list,

also producing }>ost cards,
you saw their advert in the LOG:

any questions with ] 3309regards to advert-
write to Paul Collins

Tell them
GIFTS rnOM SKIES GONE BYat Society

and hard-to-find postcards

The Postcard Post

cards to advanced col-

Looking for rare

showing airline airplanes?

has been selling such

Pewter Logo on 11 oz. Ceramic Mug $6.00
on Pewter Tankard $20.00

Mohawk / Black Allegheny / Cobalt Blue

Lake Central / Cobalt Blue Empire / Orange
Air North / V’hite

Trans Canada / Midnight Blue

Hughes Airwest-Bonanza, West Coast s Pacific

above yellow logo

Republic-North Central & Southern / White

Peoples Express / Tan Western / “idnight Blue

Northeast / Yellow

Pont. Qllite Sox 5U7

WiiirJujsiRr, Ni;w HJini(i!;hiru OU'170

For Sale NEW' i An Imp ijla''.';v;(n i; (lc|m:t.int| Iniio''- r-^j-tre
0ir earners 10^$ o/ old (HshioninJ sh.im iiuU(iM»-il ‘i''''''jer o'’V
screen printed 0 SI,igiijcuior |iii[inni nvcr iitit: P’ ’ ^
^mibcr divisible by lour Great Conversauon Pincer-'

eor the
COLLECTOR

through its mail auc-

the chance to bid on

airline postcards, just

Altair / Lt. Blue- iiivonTo lectors for many years
IS

If you'd like

and hard-to-find

tions.

rare

Weand let us know.send us a card or letterPO Box 103315
-original m T-837-3- I'm

'M-FACTcnm-

●■“'NlATUREyv,.Vf.s
LAPRlPi\s

mail auctions of "air-

know if

Pewter Lapel Pin
Pewter Belt Buckle

$2.00

$8.00
W1.VGS

CAP BADGES
also have occasional

cr- write, let usWhen youport" cards.

you'd like the "airline

material, or both.

Yesterday's Airlines

784 Fairway Circle
Baldwinsville, NY

13027

Send orders to:
r? ruini',

auction'airportor

(orange)
cn)

Mil or Match
nnl

Bonanza [black]
Capital {raO]
Colonial (yellow)
Frontier (red)
Mid-Continent (whitp]
National [ligbL btui:)
Northeast (blue)
Western (light brown]

Brnnift 'nternotio
Chicago S SouU'crn [g
Delta (dark blue)
Lake Cenirnl (red)
Mohawk (black)

Cental (blua)

aviation c/history se_AVAlLARr c
here

Color slid

Commercial.

es

North

Southern (blue)
Wicn Air Alaska (blue)

Record!
Au<ljQ

nge

Hawx Planes
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